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From the Editor
It’s been a whirlwind around the halls of MUS
as school ended and summer began, and it’s been a
whirlwind few months for me as the new director of
Communications. I appreciate Debbie Lazarov’s help
orienting me to the MUS family before she retired.
Just a few weeks ago, someone asked me if I felt at home
with my new career here. I enthusiastically responded
that I believed I was home to stay and now knew why
everyone loves this school and feels so connected here.
MUS is a great place to work. I joined the staff in April
after having worked at FedEx, International Paper, Ducks Unlimited, and the
University of Memphis School of Journalism. I have many years of experience in
corporate communications and media relations, in addition to teaching feature
writing and editing at the U of M. I also owned my own communications
consulting business.
I’m looking forward to continuing the great marketing and communications
programs that Debbie created for MUS and introducing some new ideas in
the future.
Congratulations to the Class of 2008. They join a distinguished alumni group
as they head to colleges across the United States, and to Scotland.
This issue is about connections as we look at the impact the Boyle Company
has had on Memphis and the role that seven of our alumni played in reaching its
75th anniversary this year. We also take an indepth look at Le Bonheur and how
connected MUS is to the hospital.
In the coming months, we’ll be asking your opinion about this magazine and
how we can stay connected. Please call or e-mail me if you have any questions or
suggestions for the magazine or our other communications and marketing programs.
Have a great summer!
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Corrections:
In the March 2008 issue, the singing group in which
Will Mays ’93, Ben Mays ’99, and Alex Wellford ’60
are members should have been identified as the
Cotton Boll Chorus (page 33).
In From the Archives, we
inadvertently left out Swayne
Latham ’90, and we mistook
Kenny Hickman ’02 (pictured
left) for his brother Will ’05 at
the Alumni Holiday Brunch.
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Headmaster’s Message
by Ellis Haguewood

“Though Much is Taken,
Much Abides.”
We’ve had a very good year. I know that it’s
“usual and customary” for headmasters to make such
statements at the end of any school year, but it’s true.
The National Merit Scholarship Corporation recognized
34 percent of the Class of 2008. On the ACT, 44 percent
scored 30 or higher, 27 percent scored 2100 or higher on
the SAT, and 64 of them took 315 Advanced Placement
examinations in 17 different subjects over the course of
their high-school careers. They led our state championship
teams in Latin, lacrosse, and fencing, and they led the
teams that garnered regional championships in chess,
golf, mock trial, tennis, and track.
They will matriculate to 43 colleges and universities
in 18 states, the District of Columbia, England, and
Scotland. Merit scholarship offers – academic, leadership,
athletic, military – totaling more than $9.6 million went to
96 percent of the class.
For us who remain at MUS, the sadness we feel as we
bid the Class of 2008 farewell is tempered because we’ve
known all along that they would leave us. All the students
of MUS do over time. With our boys, we are not surprised.
When faculty and trustees “graduate,” no matter how
long we’ve known they would leave us, we are somehow
startled because their departure amplifies the plangent
rumble of “time’s winged chariot” for us who remain.
Faculty members Barbara Crippen, Peter Bowman, and
Vince Mutzi retired in May, after a combined 88 years
in the classroom at school. The memories they have
created for generations of alumni – their individualities,
their idiosyncrasies, their loyal service – end with this
graduating class. We will miss them. We wish them well.
Three of our finest trustees “retired” in February
after a combined 52 years of faithful stewardship –
Kent Wunderlich ’66, former chairman of the board;
Jim Varner ’73, chairman of the Athletic Committee; and
Susan Faber, former chair of the Education Committee.
We salute them for their unparalleled dedication,
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leadership, and generosity. What unexcelled
commitment to MUS they demonstrated!
All of us who love MUS are in their debt.
Trow Gillespie ’65 remained on the board,
but he stepped down as board chairman,
after three years of inspirational and effective
leadership. He was the right man at the right time.
Earlier this year, Debbie Lazarov “graduated” after a
decade as director of Communications. The consummate
professional, she took our school publications (this very
magazine, for example) and marketing initiatives to a
level whose quality matches or surpasses those of any
other independent school in the country. All of us will miss
her strategic thinking, her outstanding written and oral
communication skills, and her genuine love for MUS
and her colleagues.
Whenever I am tempted to become nostalgic or to dwell
on loss, however, I am consoled by the words of Tennyson’s
Ulysses: “Though much is taken, much abides.” Memphis
University School remains strong. Our faculty has never been
better, our trustees have never been more involved or more
committed to accomplishing our mission, and our students
continue to achieve in ways that we could not have imagined
30 years ago.
We have already added new faculty of strong substance
and great talent for next year. Bob Loeb ’73 has already
exhibited outstanding, wise leadership as chairman of the
board. Joe Morrison ’78, Owen Tabor ’85, and Gary
Wunderlich ’88 are already superb new trustees with
a wealth of experience and a deep love for this great school.
Enrollment applications have never been higher,
gifts to the school have never been greater, and good
will toward MUS in our community has never been more
ardent. The generosity of many men and women through
our endowment and Annual Fund has enabled us to become
a school available for the very ablest boys, regardless of
their financial means or social status, without losing the
culture of excellence, honor, and leadership that has
always marked Memphis University School.
I often ask the rhetorical question, “Is this a great school,
or what?” My answer is always the same: Yes, it is, it has
been, and it will always be.

Front row: Paul Boyle, Rusty Bloodworth,
Henry Morgan; Back row: Cary Whitehead,
Tom Hutton, Joel Fulmer, Mark Halperin

MUS Alumni Power Top Development Firm
by Gaye Swan

Nearly everywhere you look in Memphis, you can see the unmistakable
touch of Boyle Investment Company – from the development of mixed-use
communities to the architectural features that add value to each building.
Founded 75 years ago by three brothers, the company is responsible for
some of the most celebrated streets, office complexes, and neighborhoods
in the city. Many MUS alumni have their history intertwined with Boyle,
including members of the Boyle family.
Patriarch Edward Boyle set the standard in the early 1900s with the
development of Belvedere Boulevard, still a Midtown icon (pictured here
as it looks today). His sons, Bayard, Snowden, and Charles, carried on his
work and, in 1933, Boyle Investment officially began.
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Bayard Boyle was named president of
To Morgan, Boyle is more than just a
the company, and under his inspired
company; the name truly stands for family.
leadership, the company flourished.
Three years after starting work, he joined the
His son, Bayard Boyle, Jr., joined the
Boyle family when he married Snowden Boyle,
company right after college.
daughter of Bayard Boyle, Sr. and sister of
Today, Boyle is still a family-owned
Bayard Boyle, Jr.
company, adhering to the standards of
His connection with Boyle began in the
integrity and careful planning set so
summer of 1960, when he worked in Boyle’s
long ago. And as it has grown, others
insurance affiliate for his uncle. “I was just
have joined the company and have
a guy in college trying to figure out what he
come to know Boyle
wanted to do with himself,” Morgan said. “I
as family. But it is not
loved working for Boyle, but I wasn’t very interThe Boyle legacy
just the history of a
ested in pursuing a career in insurance. I asked
continues from
company that makes it so
if I could come back and perhaps get into real
Bayard, Sr. to
compelling; it is a history
estate or mortgage banking. At that time, Boyle
Bayard, Jr. and
grandson, Paul.
of the unique individuals
had a mortgage subsidiary, and I worked briefly
that comprise it.
in the residential mortgage department and
Of the MUS alumni
then went into the commercial mortgage
currently at Boyle,
department, which is where I wanted to be
Henry Morgan ’61 has the most seniority,
to begin with.”
joining Boyle in 1965. Rusty Bloodworth ’63
He then got the opportunity to
began just three years later. Joel Fulmer ’67 and
move into the development aspect of the
Mark Halperin ’67 started in 1973. Paul Boyle
company. “One of the earliest developments
’87 joined the family business in 1992. Cary
I worked on was suburban office buildings
Whitehead ’68 came on board in 1995, and
at Ridgeway Center in the early 1970s,” he
Tom Hutton ’91 in 2001. The threads that bind them
said. “Rusty and Mark were both involved – Rusty in
are multi-generational. Fulmer’s father was a long-time,
the overall planning, and Mark as a leasing specialist.”
valued Boyle employee; Morgan attended MUS with
Hutton’s dad. Morgan hired Halperin, and Halperin
hired Hutton. Some joined Boyle right after graduation
from college, while others had a few more turns in their
career paths – but all agree that Boyle is a place to stay.

Ridgeway Center constuction in 1974 included
office buildings and the Hyatt Regency Hotel
(now the Hilton Memphis).
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Bloodworth knew Morgan from their MUS
days, though they were not classmates. Morgan was
a member of the first seventh-grade class of the new
MUS, and Rusty came in the ninth grade in 1959.
But they did share a European History class taught by
Travis Campbell. “We were both lucky to survive the
class,” Bloodworth adds, although Morgan claims that
Campbell was much fonder of Bloodworth than of him.
“I came in the doors [at Boyle] in 1968,” Bloodworth says. “I had planned on taking a job in Baltimore
and I had two months to make some money before
I went. I knew Henry’s wife, and there were plenty
of signs around town for Boyle, so I knew the name
and the reputation, and I wanted to be involved in
residential development. So I asked off the street, cold,
if they might have a spot for me for the summer. I told
them I would do anything they wanted me to do. And
they took me up on that. I got to meet Paul’s granddad
(founder Bayard Boyle, Sr.), and I was hooked. And I
never thought about going to Baltimore after that.”
Boyle at that point was fairly top-heavy with older
employees who were ready to turn over the reins to the
next generation. Morgan was
the first MUS hire, followed by
Bloodworth, then Fulmer and
Halperin, as well as Jack Roberts
’66, who ran and later bought
Boyle’s landscape maintenance
business and continues it today.
“So in the space of about
six or seven years, there was an
influx of MUS graduates, which
provided a foundation for a
younger generation,” Bloodworth
said. “It has proved to be a
valuable asset. Everyone from MUS came very
well prepared, thanks to our teachers.” English
instructor William Hatchett in particular is
remembered as “one of the finest teachers you
could have had.”
Besides providing academic preparation,
the shared MUS experience contributed to
a camaraderie and cohesiveness that aided
individual and group success. All agreed that
there is a level of confidence when working with
fellow alumni, a confidence that one will be
treated with respect and honesty – a work ethic
that fits in very well at Boyle.
“If you look around, you see that not just
those of us from MUS but others who have been
here for years,” Fulmer said. “It is unusual to
have the longevity at a company that we have.”

Fulmer himself knew about Boyle first-hand from his
father. “Henry, Bayard, and Bayard, Sr. had known me
since I was in short pants. They were kind enough to
offer me an opportunity to come and work with them.”
Prior to joining Boyle, he did a stint in the Army and
worked a short time for First Tennessee.
“It’s really been kind of like a marriage. I’ve
been here 35 years, and it has been a very enjoyable
experience. For the company to keep as much talent as
they have, for as long as they have, it obviously has to be
a very nice place to be. Henry, Bayard, and Paul are very
supportive of us and of the things that we want to do.
They find ways to help us do our jobs well,” he said.
Halperin found Morgan’s support necessary well
before he began at Boyle. In fact, he found himself
approaching Morgan for help on a college project. “A
fellow MUS graduate and Boyle cousin, Jack Erb, Jr.
’67, and I have been very close friends since the seventh
grade,” Halperin said. “We were at the University of
Tennessee, taking real estate courses, and had a project
that we didn’t know how to handle. Jack’s grandmother
(Boyle, Sr.’s sister Margaret) somehow got involved,
Construction began in 1966 on River
Oaks, which has become one of Boyle’s
signature residential developments. The
second phase, Gardens of River Oaks,
began in 1983.
Knowing the time was right for an
upscale, East Memphis shopping center,
Boyle opened Regalia in 1989.
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and told us to see Henry Morgan at Boyle. Big Bayard
probably told Henry he should see us, so he did. He
helped us a lot.
“I was impressed with him and grateful for the time
he gave us,” he said. “The following year, I was at a dove
hunt in September, right before I went back to school,
and I ran into Henry. I had an edict from my dad that I
was graduating from school in December. Henry asked
me what I was going to be doing, and I said I didn’t
know, but I was going to be looking for a job. So I came
back at Thanksgiving and met with him. He offered
me a job at Boyle, and I started in February
1973.”
Morgan said, “In spite of all the nasty
things Mark said about me, I have to tell
you that I was struck by his rapid understanding of what we were talking about on
his project. That made an impression on
me. That was one of the reasons why I was
interested in him.”

Baptist Hospital. Then Rusty had lined up The Cloisters
subdivision at Sweetbriar and Shady Grove. I got out
of construction to work on developing this subdivision
with visionary builder Russell Kostka ’67, and that was
a lot of fun. I’ve been around ever since, doing whatever
I’m asked.”
Whitehead joined the company three years later,
after working several years for a competitor. “My job
prior to Boyle entailed working with all kinds of office
tenants,” Whitehead said. “When someone outgrows
their space, you try to accommodate them, or when

The Shops of Forest Hill opened in 1995 to fill
the growing needs of Germantown and Collierville.

Boyle was selected to build the U.S. Post Office
Regional Headquarters at Humphreys Center in 1991.

Paul Boyle, of course, has been connected with the
company all his life. Grandson of founder Bayard Boyle,
Sr. and son of current chairman, Bayard Boyle, Jr., Boyle
spent his summer jobs in maintenance – picking up
trash, changing light bulbs – and found it, as he says,
amazingly enjoyable.
“My father had always told me that when I
graduated from college, I had to come work for the
company,” he said. “But when I came back to Memphis
after graduating, he told me there was nothing for me
to do at the company! I finally persuaded him to let
me work as a construction laborer on the post office
building we were building just north of Christian
Brothers High School. I started out picking up trash.”
He eventually got to work on the site and then at an
office job for the construction company. “I loved that,”
he said. “They let me bid on and build a building for
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they downsize, you accommodate that. Or if they are
unhappy with their landlord, you try to attract them
to your company. The only company I never had any
success at prying tenants away was with Boyle tenants.
They just wouldn’t leave. I never could pry them away.”
“Our company was sold, and Bayard and Henry
offered me a position. I’ve been here ever since,” he
said. “I’ve enjoyed it very much, including the comfort
level of working with MUS graduates. When you run
across another MUS alum, you assume a certain level
of character. Unless he proves you wrong, you give him
credit for having those characteristics.”
Hutton grew up with the MUS characteristics
modeled in the home. His dad, Tom Hutton, Sr. ’61,
is the longest-sitting member on the school’s board of
trustees. A longtime friend of the elder Hutton, Morgan
recalls the time he saw young Tom kick a football. “I
never will forget it. He was only about 10 years old, and
boy, did he kick that football! It is remarkable that he
took it as far as he did.”
Very far, indeed – Hutton’s football prowess enabled
him to play professionally for five years, four with the
Philadelphia Eagles and one with the Miami Dolphins.
“It was fun while it lasted,” Hutton said. “It was a good
experience. But it is good to be home. I always felt that
there are a lot of great things that Memphis has to offer,
and I always wanted to come back. I felt like this was the
best real estate company in town – and I still do.”

“I actually consider this the first job I’ve ever had,”
he said. “The job I had before was sort of unrealistic.
Growing up, I knew Paul and Henry [Morgan], Jr.,
and I knew the friends my dad had that worked here.
I always looked at Boyle as a company that stressed
quality and integrity.
“I worked as an intern for Trammell Crow part-time
after my last season with the Eagles was over. One day
Henry, Jr. told me I ought to consider coming over to
‘our shop.’ I said, ‘Thanks, I’ll think about it.’ The next
week, Miami signed me and I was playing on Monday

square feet of commercial space under his belt. Rusty
Bloodworth, who walked in cold to get a job for the
summer, is an executive vice president currently working
on a 600-acre mixed-use development in Franklin,
Tenn. The little boy in short pants who knew Boyle
through his father is now a senior vice president; Joel
Fulmer is responsible for leasing and managing industrial properties. Mark Halperin, the college student
who couldn’t manage a real estate project for college,
now manages and leases more than 2 million square
feet of full-service office buildings as an executive vice
president. Paul Boyle has grown from an
expert in picking up trash to an expert
Spring Creek Ranch is a Boyle
master-planned community in the
in the development and sale of multipleCollierville reserve. Construction
use projects as executive vice president.
began in 2006 around a 320-acre
Cary Whitehead, who used to try
Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf
Course. Building continues
to pry away Boyle clients, now serves
today with two new residential
the company as a senior vice president
communities underway.
with both development and financial
responsibilities. And the young man
who once measured success by how
many yards he kicked a football now
views measurements differently. As an
assistant vice president, Tom Hutton
handles the leasing and management
duties in more than 1 million square
feet of office properties.
Thanks to the skills and talents of
these executives and others like them,
Boyle is a respected and responsible
company that has left its footprint all over
Memphis. The company’s success can be
attributed in part to the treatment of its
employees. “The freedom with which we
are allowed to operate has allowed us to
do a lot in the business world and a lot
in our private lives,” Halperin said. “No
one is ever looking over your shoulder,
Night Football against the Buffalo Bills the following
questioning the amount of time you spend doing one
week. After five years, though, I knew that I didn’t have
thing or another. You have your responsibilities and
much left in my leg. I had had knee surgery a couple
you’re expected to do them.”
of years before, and I knew it was time to hang up the
“In many ways, it is like MUS,” he said. “One of
cleats and go back home. That’s when I gave Henry, Jr.
the things we learned at school was to be independent,
and Mark a call. I’ve been learning under Mark for seven
think on your feet, and be responsible for your actions.
years now.”
We have the luxury at Boyle, because of the kind of
The stories are varied, as are the personalities and
leadership we get from the owners of the company, to
strengths of each Boyle employee that gathered to share
act independently. We’re proud to have gone to MUS;
their tales. But from these starter positions, each has
we are equally proud to work at Boyle.”
risen high in his field. The young man who was just
Editor’s Note: Bayard Erb ’77 works for Boyle Trust
trying to figure out what to do with himself, Henry
and is connected to the Boyle family through his grandMorgan, is now the president of Boyle Investment
mother, who was Bayard Boyle, Sr.’s sister. He was unable
Company, with the development of more than 6 million
to sit in on the interview.
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MUS Inextricably Linked to Le Bonheur

by Adam Lazarov ’02

From its CEO, president, and chief medical officer
to researchers and fundraisers, to volunteers and patients,
MUS is inextricably linked to Le Bonheur Children’s
Medical Center and its future. The comprehensive
children’s health center is constructing a new $327 million,
610,000-square-foot facility. Several MUS alumni,
parents, and students will have a significant impact
on the new 12-story hospital, its scientific capabilities,
and its ability to serve children and families.

Under the direction of fine arts instructor John Hiltonsmith,
Beg To Differ, MUS’s award-winning a cappella group, joined
Memphis school children and famed opera singer Kallen Esperian
at the groundbreaking for Le Bonheur’s new building in February.

Meri Armour

Lending Her Leadership to Le Bonheur
“Families count on us.” This simple statement is MUS
parent and Le Bonheur President and Chief Executive
Officer Meri Armour’s answer to why the hospital strives
to become one of the top children’s hospitals in the nation
and an irreplaceable resource for the city of Memphis and
greater Mid-South. Armour is quick to point out that Le
Bonheur is the area’s only comprehensive children’s hospital
devoted to the care of all children. “We treat anyone,” she
said, “regardless of the ability to pay, and there’s not much
we can’t do when we treat them.”
Armour explains that pediatrics and, especially,
children’s hospitals are a relatively new phenomenon.
Because of this, children’s hospitals fill needs in their
communities, and the science of pediatrics is developing very
rapidly. Armour said, “We are now saving more kids from
cancer, congenital heart defects, and all varieties of diseases.”
Coming from Cleveland, Ohio, where she served as
senior vice president and general manager of Rainbow
Babies and Children’s Hospital among, other entities of the
University Hospitals Health System/University Hospitals
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Above: At the groundbreaking,
Eli Wilder and Nat Utkov
gave out chocolates.
Opposite page: Evan Elmore,
George Utkov, and Edward
Cates handed out red scarves
to the guests.
Left: Meri Armour (center)
encouraged the young helpers
as they prepared to dig in.

of Cleveland, Armour is proud and excited to now lend her
leadership strength to Memphis and the Mid-South. Her
son, Mac Armour ’11, is enrolled at MUS, and Armour
was pleased to discover the connections between MUS
and Le Bonheur. She strongly believes that education and
children’s health go hand-in-hand, and that academic,
spiritual, and extracurricular education are all important. To
MUS families, she makes this promise: “If MUS continues
to produce, smart, well-rounded kids, we’ll do all we can to
keep them healthy.”

YALL and the Teen Council

Bill May

Expanding Volunteer Efforts of Young Adults

Serving Le Bonheur for More Than 30 Years

One of Le Bonheur’s recent initiatives also involves
building for the future. The creations of Young Adult
Le Bonheur Leaders (YALL) and the Le Bonheur Teen
Council represent efforts to get young Memphis leaders
on board with the hospital’s mission of caring for
children. Cort Winsett ’92 said, “As with any organization that relies on philanthropy and an ever-developing, ever-changing support network, it is absolutely
key to reach out to the ‘next generation’ of individuals
who are capable, willing, and motivated to lend a hand.”
Winsett and his wife, Robin, will serve as chairs of
YALL for the group’s upcoming second year. The first
year was an unequivocal success as YALL defined its
mission of voluntarism, education for its members about
Le Bonheur, and, most importantly, fundraising. YALL’s
Big Wig Ball, held in April, drew 300 partygoers to
the Stax Museum of American Soul Music and raised
$25,000 for the hospital, exceeding its fundraising goal
by 20 percent.
The experience of Winsett’s youngest daughter as
a Le Bonheur patient first drew him and his wife to

As Le Bonheur’s chief medical officer, Dr. Bill May ’64
knows a thing or two about the importance of finding the
right people. “We need good people,” he said, “to reach our
goal of becoming one of the very best children’s hospitals
in the country.” To him, the new facility, with its advanced
technologies, represents an opportunity to recruit the most
talented physicians, nurses, administrators, and support staff to
Le Bonheur. This is a process that he believes has already begun
thanks to the world-class programs Le Bonheur has dedicated
years to creating. These centers, such as neuroscience and
orthopedics, have gained Le Bonheur recognition in the region
and nation and credibility with other hospitals. Now more than
ever, children are referred to Le Bonheur when the hospitals
previously providing them care have run out of options. May
believes the new building is the next step in the process by
allowing Le Bonheur to accommodate the recent increase in
patients and continue to grow its world-renowned programs.
His association with Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare
since 1977, including serving as the first medical director of
the Le Bonheur Sleep Center and of the Le Bonheur Epilepsy
Center, and his role as assistant professor of Pediatrics and
Neurology with
the University
Susan and Bill May
of Tennessee
Health Science
Center have
taught him that
Le Bonheur
depends on
mutually
beneficial
relationships
with community
hospitals and
organizations. “St. Jude is a research hospital interested in
working with the best clinical teams – we position ourselves
to be there as a partner and create a synergy that allows us to
work towards our goals,” May said.
Over the past number of years, he is pleased that the
combination of excellent leadership from the top with the
addition of cutting-edge medical staff and outstanding support
staff has allowed the hospital to strengthen ties with St. Jude
and recognize the importance of bringing the University of
Tennessee Health Science Center deeper into the triangle.
The essence of community partnership, bringing the best of
all institutions together for the greater good, is one thing that
May began to understand as a student at MUS. “At MUS
I learned to contribute to the community, and the Honor
System, verbal skills, writing skills, academic integrity, and the
academic curiosity I was exposed to were strong influences.” He
credits the faculty, instructors such as Mr. [Leigh] MacQueen
and Mr. [William] Hatchett, with laying the foundation for
success in college and beyond.

the hospital; and the positive impact of the MUS Civic
Service Club, even if he did not realize it until later in
life, further convinced him to dedicate time and effort
to Le Bonheur’s worthy cause. Other MUS alumni
involved with the group include Patrick Burnett ’90,
Rob Humphreys ’98, and Michael Taylor ’98.
Current MUS students have also found a way to play
a major role at the hospital. The Le Bonheur Teen Council
creates activities and celebrations for the young patients
and ensures that the hospital engages teens. “When
making decisions or creating activities for youth, the
input of youth is very important,” said Edward Cates ’10,
a Le Bonheur Teen Council member. “MUS has always
stressed that the ability to serve makes a good leader.”
Thanks to teens like Cates and fellow council
members Eli Wilder ’10, George Utkov ’10, Nate
Utkov ’12, and Evan Elmore ’09, Le Bonheur can
expect continued support from the future leaders of
the Memphis community.
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Ryves Moore and John DeVincenzo

10

Rush Waller

On the Frontline of Research

Overseeing Total Patient Care

The Children’s Foundation Research Center (CFRC),
with more than 30 full-time scientists and $30 million in
funding, is located in the Le Bonheur facility. It is here
that Ryves Moore ’03 works with lab technicians in an
attempt to advance children’s health in a very different
way. Amidst lab samples
and testing equipment,
Moore aids in a global
study testing a new
antiviral drug therapy for
Respiratory Synctial Virus
(RSV), which can be fatal
in infants.
“RSV causes inflammation of the bronchioles,
which in normal, healthy
adults is of little concern, as
it merely causes symptoms
similar to those of a
common cold. In infants,
however, the airways,
bronchioles, are very small,
and the inflammation and
congestion caused by RSV
can be enough to suffocate the babies,” he said. Adult
subjects in London are inoculated with a known quantity
of RSV and given doses of the antiviral therapeutic being
tested. Nasal samples from the adult subjects are shipped
to Memphis where they are analyzed in hopes of finding
decreasing levels of RSV. Should the antiviral drug prove
to be effective, RSV hospitalizations and deaths would
decrease dramatically worldwide.
The scientist who developed this drug is Dr. John
DeVincenzo, father of J.P. DeVincenzo ’11. He proves to
be yet another example of the tight-knit MUS community
that exists in Memphis. Upon hearing that Moore was
looking for an opportunity to expand his experience while
applying to medical schools, DeVincenzo was quick to
offer Moore a spot in his lab. The work DeVincenzo is
doing with RSV is truly cutting edge, and it is only part of
what is happening at the CFRC at Le Bonheur.
An environment such as this is ideal for a young
person with medical aspirations, and Moore feels
fortunate to be involved in the work happening at Le
Bonheur. He also cited his time at MUS, particularly
Mr. [William] Matthews’ biology class, as an influence
on his career path. “Mr. Matthews’ detailed lectures and
unforgettable antics and stories allowed me to not only
master the class material but also create fond memories of
my days at MUS,” said Moore. “What impressed me the
most, however, was Mr. Matthews’ relentless talks about
accountability and responsibility.” It is clear that Moore
took those lessons to heart as he works to support the
incredible research efforts of Le Bonheur.

“We want to say to a family with a problem that we can
provide every level of care your child needs right here,” said
Dr. Rush Waller ’79, president of the Methodist Le Bonheur
Healthcare medical staff, medical director of the catheterization lab, and assistant professor of pediatric cardiology at
the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center. Waller believes the
Rush Waller
with patient
new facility will allow Le Bonheur
Carrington Carter
to fully meet this goal through
larger capacity, more services, and
enhanced capabilities. “It’s about
treating more kids for more reasons
than ever before.” He speaks of
the exciting medical advances,
such as an MRI built directly into
the neurosurgery operation suite,
but, as a native and nearly lifelong
Memphian, Waller is particularly
thrilled for the hospital to take
its rightful place as part of the
Memphis skyline.
Waller grew up understanding
the significance of Le Bonheur
to the Memphis community. His
grandmother was in the Le Bonheur Club (a fundraising
group), and he himself was a Le Bonheur patient in
elementary school. Now, as president of the Methodist Le
Bonheur Healthcare medical staff, he oversees an entire staff
charged with caring for patients and preserving the grand
and important vision of the Le Bonheur Club. His journey
from patient to president was a long one, and one in which he
claims his time at MUS most certainly made an impact.
The son of an architect, Waller came to MUS in the
seventh grade to ensure he learned from the best possible
teachers. Aside from the strong academics and rigorous course
work, Waller credits MUS with exposing him to prominent
medical families and the importance of civic service initiatives. These would be crucial factors in his decision to pursue
a pre-med path at Rhodes College and follow it to his present
position with Le Bonheur. However, speaking with Waller,
one gets a clear picture of just how influential the people at
MUS were in helping to shape his career goals and values.
He clearly enjoys reminiscing about “his days in the hallowed
halls,” afraid to leave out any of a large number of teachers and
administrators who made an impact on his life. From Colonel
Ross Lynn and Gene Thorn, he learned the importance of
character and leadership; from Jerry Omundson and Bill
Taylor, a passion for science and the attention to detail he
has carried with him throughout his career; from Norman
Thompson and Ellis Haguewood, a lifelong love for the art of
learning; and from Jake Rudolph, the perfect balance between
competition and camaraderie. He continued his relationship
with the school and its influential teachers through his sons,
Ben ’07 and Wilson ’10.
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The Morgans

Evan Mah

Son’s Illness Leads to Research Funding

A Le Bonheur Success Story

by Julia Chesney

by Kate Metcalf

The Children’s Foundation Research Center
has another MUS tie – in 2004, Musette and Allen
Morgan ’60 established the Musette and Allen
Morgan, Jr. Foundation for the Study of Primary
Sclerosing Cholangitis at the CFRC. Their son,
Worth Morgan ’05, was diagnosed with the rare
liver disease 10 years ago. As a 10-year-old, he was
admitted to Le Bonheur with vague symptoms
of fatigue and stomach pain. He was ultimately
diagnosed with PSC, a disease in which the liver’s
bile ducts become inflamed and build up scar tissue.

At first, Evan Mah ’09 just thought he had put on a little
weight. His clothes seemed a little tighter, his cheeks a little
rounder. His primary concern was not his health, but whether he
needed to cut back on junk food.
It was not until Evan realized that he had gained 20 pounds
in three days that he and his parents, Ansie and Galvin Mah,
began to worry. A trip to the emergency room at Baptist
Memorial Hospital in Collierville led to an ambulance ride
downtown to Le Bonheur. Mah was poked and prodded, scanned
and screened, as the doctors looked for the root of his symptoms.
His doctors determined that he had nephrotic syndrome, complicated by a blood clotting
problem that forced nurses
to try five separate times to
draw blood from his swollen
veins with a 16-gauge needle
(known as a phlebotomy,
Evan cited this procedure as
being almost as painful as
the hospital food).
“The doctors told me
that my blood was as thick
as pancake batter,” Evan said,
grinning broadly.
During his seven-day
stay at Le Bonheur, Evan
and his parents became
intimately acquainted with
the hospital’s staff. “Everyone
at Le Bonheur was so very
accommodating,” said Mrs.
Mah. “The little things they
did made what could have
been a difficult experience so
MUS students hit the dance floor with Le Bonheur patients at the Wacky Tacky Prom,
much easier. I know it has a
which was organized by the Teen Council.
patient age limit of 18, but
if I had my choice of hospitals, I would go to Le Bonheur.” Evan
Though Worth was successfully treated with immunoechoed those sentiments and stressed in particular that he “got the
suppression drugs, often the treatment for this fatal
best doctor in the place.”
disease is a liver transplant.
Thanks to the care he received at Le Bonheur, Evan was soon
Noting the lack of research and treatment options
back on his feet and back in the halls of MUS, where he was able
for PSC, the Morgans established the foundation
to guide the MUS chess team to a second-place finish at the state
with the goals of understanding the disease better and
championship in March as captain and coach. But Mrs. Mah
ultimately finding its cure. Since its establishment,
hopes her son doesn’t soon forget his stay at Le Bonheur. “I hope
the foundation has provided research funding for
Evan remembers his experience there and is able to give back to
numerous PSC studies and has sponsored STOPSC,
them in a significant way one day,” she said, “because they have
a multi-center initiative to develop a database of PSC
done so much for him.”
patients in order to better track and treat the disease.
The MUS and Le Bonheur communities have so many
Today Musette and Allen Morgan’s generosity
connections that it can sometimes be easy to overlook what is
and dedication to fighting PSC are making significant
perhaps the most important one. MUS students are children and
inroads in developing treatments for the disease. And
teens as well, and, if they get sick, Le Bonheur is a place they and
Worth, a tennis star while at MUS, is a healthy rising
their families can go to find first-class treatment.
senior at the University of North Carolina.
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Graduation Highlights

With “Pomp and Circumstance,”

playing in the background, 93 excited and nervous young men, donned in blue mortarboards
and gowns, surrounded by role models and loved ones, took one step closer to adulthood at
Second Presbyterian Church on May 18, when they became the fifty-first graduating class of
the “new” MUS.
After an invocation by Student Council Chaplain Jay Snyder, salutatorian Scott Edwards
and valedictorian Jack Montgomery addressed families, friends, and faculty.
In his valedictory speech, Montgomery praised the academic and fraternal
environment of MUS, acknowledged the opportunities the school provides and
its preparation of students for the future, and recognized faculty, coaches, and
parents for the boys’ ongoing success. He
closed his remarks by telling his classmates,
“Thus be secure in the knowledge that what
lies ‘out there’ is not so strange as you might
think, and I’m willing to bet that each of you
will find yourselves more than equal to the
challenges that lie ahead.”
After the presentation of diplomas and
Salutatorian
awards, Senior Class President Connell Hall presented English instructor
Scott Edwards (left)
and valedictorian
Jim Russell with the John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching Award [see page 14].
Jack Montgomery (right)
each earned several
This year’s senior class proved to be another remarkable group
graduation awards.
of scholars and achievers. The Class of 2008 was accepted to 103 colleges and
universities and will be attending 42 colleges in 18 states,
the District of Columbia, and Scotland.
Class of 2008 by the Numbers:

96 percent were offered merit-based scholarships, totaling more than $9.6 million
34 percent were honored by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation
10 were named National Merit Finalists
44 percent scored 30 or higher on the ACT
27 percent scored 2100 or higher on the SAT
64 took 315 Advanced Placement exams in 17 subjects
Class President Connell Hall led the
processional carrying the school banner.
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Class of 2008 Awards & Honors
Faculty Cup for
General Excellence
Nathaniel Ross Kastan
The Faculty Cup for General Excellence
is the highest honor given to a member of
the graduating class. With outstanding
leadership and strength of character, the
recipient of the Faculty Cup has earned the
highest respect of his peers and teachers
for the generous contributions of his time,
talent, and energy to Memphis University
School and its ideals.
Nathaniel Kastan
and Teddy Klug

Ross McCain Lynn Award
Roger Chu
Gregory Scott Edwards
Theodore Dickinson Klug
Jack Evans Montgomery
Peter John Travis
Luke Allen Wynn

Leigh W. MacQueen Dean’s Cup
for Academic Excellence
Joshua Michael Vieira

The Ross McCain Lynn Award is given in
memory of the school’s first headmaster.
This award recognizes distinction in the
areas of school citizenship, leadership,
service, and character.

D. Eugene Thorn Award
Lewis Watson George
DeAndre Lemond Jones
William Phelps McGehee
Ross Mitchell Montague
John Anthony Snyder, Jr.
Joshua Michael Vieira

Named in 1998 in honor of the first
academic dean of MUS, Leigh Windsor
MacQueen, this award was originally
donated by Mr. and Mrs. MacQueen in
1967. The award is given to a senior who,
based on his academic record and his
performance on both a written and an oral
examination, has demonstrated a high
level of academic achievement along with
a marked depth of intellectual maturity
and curiosity and who, in the minds of the
examining committee, has indicated sound
intellectual attainment.

Mark Cooper Powell
Memorial Award
Edward Sayle Atkinson
Alexander Logan Fones
Mark Andrew Wiygul
The Mark Cooper Powell Memorial Award is
given in memory of Mark Cooper Powell ’80,
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Powell,
to the graduates who, through persistence and
courage during their careers at MUS, have
shown the greatest development of character
and scholarship.

The D. Eugene Thorn Award is given in
memory of the school’s second headmaster.
This award is presented to those members
of the senior class who best demonstrate
the dignity, integrity, humility, and
sincerity that characterized Thorn’s years
as coach, teacher, and headmaster at
Memphis University School.
Joshua Vieira (right)
sporting the Dean’s Cup

Chairman of the
Board Bob Loeb
congratulating
Roger Chu;
(right)
Drew Wiygul

Three of the six D. Eugene
Thorn Award winners:
(left) Jay Snyder; (above)
Bobby Alston presenting
to DeAndre Jones and
William McGehee

See all the graduation pictures
at www.sendtoprint.net
Event ID: MUSGRADUATION2008
Register your name and e-mail
to enter the gallery of pictures.
Graduation photos were taken
by Kathy Daniel Patterson.
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Scott Miller Rembert Senior
Service Award
Michael Scott Cross, Jr.
This award, established by family and
friends, is made in memory of Scott M.
Rembert ’70. It goes to that senior who
has shown the most unselfish service to
the school. His name is inscribed on the
Senior Service Award plaque, which will
remain permanently at the school. In
addition, the winner is presented with
an engraved medal.

Valedictorian Award
Jack Evans Montgomery

Distinguished
Community Service Award
Raleigh Kent Francis
Mark Andrew Wiygul
The Award for Distinguished Community
Service goes to the graduate who has
made service to others in the Memphis
community a very high priority in his
life. The recipient of this award has given
his time, talent, and energy in a way that
demonstrates the school’s commitment
to community citizenship. This award
is selected by the president of the
Civic Service Organization and the
faculty advisor.

This award is presented to that senior with
the highest average over eight semesters of
work at Memphis University School.

Salutatorian Award
Gregory Scott Edwards
This award is presented to that senior with
the second highest average over eight semesters
of work at Memphis University School.

Russell Johnson
Creative Writing Award
Alexander Logan Fones
The Creative Writing Award, given in
memory of Russell Johnson, a former
Memphis University School English
teacher, honors that student who sees
details and meanings in the world around
him and expresses his thoughts imaginatively and lucidly.

Jim Russell Receives
Nail Award

The Class of 2008 honored English
instructor Jim Russell with the prestigious
John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching Award,
given annually to a teacher who exemplifies
the qualities of John Nail, one of the school’s
most admired and respected educators.
Russell arrived at MUS in 1965 and since
then has taught all levels of English; art and
music appreciation; and, for 17 years, a humanities course.
He currently teaches English 8, British Literature I, British
Literature II, and Advanced Placement Art History. He
has held the Sue Hightower Hyde Chair in English since
1969. Russell co-wrote the Owl English Handbook and is
chairman of the Graduation Committee.
Andy McCarroll ’86, MUS board member and
former student of Russell’s, says, “I think one of the
secrets of Jim Russell’s success as a teacher at MUS is
that he has not allowed his high level of scholarship
and cultural sophistication to get in the way of meeting
students where they are. It is an intellectual challenge, and
somewhat intimidating, to try to cross the disciplines with

14
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Choral Music Award
for Excellence
Peter John Travis
This award, established by Dr. and Mrs.
Kit S. Mays, honors those seniors who have
shown the greatest overall musical talent
and dedication to the a cappella singing
group Beg To Differ.

William D. Jemison III Award
for Excellence in Dramatics
Peter John Travis
The Jemison family established this award
in honor of William D. Jemison III
’70 to recognize that senior who, in the
opinion of the Fine Arts Department, has
made the greatest contribution to acting
during his career at MUS.

Brescia Award for Unselfish
Service in Dramatics
Roger Chu
The Brescia Award was established by the
parents of Matthew Richard “Buddy”
Brescia ’64 to honor that senior who, in
the opinion of the Fine Arts Department,
has given the most unselfish service to
MUS theater.

Mr. Russell as he weaves the threads of
art, history, literature, and music together;
but students are inspired when he does
so, and because he is down-to-earth and
approachable, Mr. Russell creates an
environment that encourages students
to ask questions without fear of looking
stupid. This is why I consider Mr. Russell
one of the best teachers I had at MUS.”
A charter member of the Cum Laude
Society, Russell was awarded the school’s
Distinguished Teaching Award in 1990
and was previously honored with the Nail Award in 1991.
He was also bestowed the Jean Barbee Hale Award in
2004. Russell earned a B.A. from Tulane University and
an M.A.T. from Vanderbilt University. He is married
to Kay Russell and is the father of Brad Russell ’00.
John Nail taught English and history at MUS in
the late 1950s. Established in 1988 in his memory, the
John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching Award recognizes
the recipient’s love of learning and sincere interest in
the welfare of his or her students and includes a school
medal, a plaque, and a personal stipend. In addition, the
award includes funds for professional development and
to enhance departmental resources.

Art Award
Christopher Tully Bloodworth
The Art Award is given to that senior who,
in the opinion of the art instructors at
MUS, has demonstrated talent in studio
art, has displayed personal interest in art
and independence in art classes, and has
exhibited a potential for continued interest
and work in art.

English Award
Gregory Scott Edwards
The English Department awards recognition to the outstanding scholar who
exemplifies effective writing, keen appreciation of language and literature, and
singular achievement in his English courses.

Foreign Language Awards
Wayne E. Duff Latin Award
Jack Evans Montgomery
French Award
Nathaniel Ross Kastan
Spanish Award
Theodore Dickinson Klug
John Owen Mercer
The Foreign Language Awards are given to
seniors who have demonstrated exceptional
ability in and appreciation of a particular
foreign language and whose academic
records in this area are in accord with the
highest standards of excellence.

History Award
Jack Evans Montgomery
The Department of History and Social
Studies recognizes the graduate who,
during his academic career at MUS, has
demonstrated outstanding passion and
appreciation for, and understanding
of, history.

Christa Green Warner
Mathematics Award
Gregory Scott Edwards
This award in mathematics is represented appropriately by a Mobius strip,
an unending surface that symbolizes
Christa Warner’s unending devotion to
her students and love of mathematics.
The award is given by Jonathan ’90 and
Stephen Weinberg ’95 in memory of their
teacher Christa Warner. It is presented to
that young man who not only understands
and successfully applies the concepts of
mathematics but has also displayed an
unusual spirit of cooperation throughout
his high school mathematics career.

Latin Award
Named for
Wayne Duff

Requiring the study of Latin at
Memphis University School is a tradition as
old as the school itself. Every student who
has passed through the hallowed halls of
MUS, both the “old” and the “new” school, has kept up this tradition.
For more than 20 years, from 1985 to 2006, Wayne Duff was the
guardian of that tradition and an inspiration to two decades of students.
In his time at MUS, Duff taught all levels of Latin, and he was the
guiding force behind the school’s award-winning Latin program. MUS
garnered state championships at the Tennessee Junior Classical League
Convention a number of times during his tenure. Duff passed away on
July 10, 2006, after a two-year struggle with cancer.
This spring, many of Duff ’s former students and parents joined
together to endow the Latin Award in his name. The Wayne E. Duff
Latin Award was given this year to Jack Montgomery at the Senior
Awards Program held in Hyde Chapel on April 25.

Religion Award
Theodore Dickinson Klug

Paul Trowbridge Gillespie
Scholar-Athlete Award
Nathaniel Ross Kastan

The Department of Religion presents this
award to the graduating senior who has
demonstrated academic excellence while
exhibiting the moral characteristics of the
Judeo-Christian ethic, including a personal
dedication to justice, mercy, and humility.

The Scholar-Athlete Award, named in
honor of Paul Trowbridge Gillespie ’65,
is given to the senior who has lettered in
at least two sports during the year and
has excelled in his academic work.

Margaret Owen Catmur
Science Award
Nathaniel Ross Kastan

Al Wright
Christian Character Award
Stephen John Maroda III

The Science Award, established in loving
memory of Margaret Owen Catmur by her
husband, Eric Alan Catmur, is presented
to that student who, in the opinion of the
Science Department faculty, has done
the most outstanding work in the field of
science at Memphis University School.

The Al Wright Christian Character
Award is presented by the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes to that senior who
embodies the Christian morals, ethics,
principles, and love that Coach Al Wright
demonstrated by both his words and
his actions.

James R. Haygood III
Best All-Around Athlete Award
DeAndre Lemond Jones
Marshall Blair Wright
The Best All-Around Athlete Award, named
in memory of James R. Haygood ’60, is
given to that student who has excelled in at
least two sports during the school year.
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Class of 2008 College Choices

Austin Alexander.......................................... University of Tennessee (s)
John Alexander...............................................................Rhodes College
Andrew Amos.............................................University of Mississippi (s)
Morgan Arant............................................................ Davidson College
Ben Arnold..................................................University of Mississippi (s)
Hudson Atkins............................................................... Rollins College
Sayle Atkinson..................................................... University of Virginia
Skip Aymett..................................................University of the South (s)
Austin Beckford..........................................Southwestern University (s)
Paul Billings..............................................................Elon University (s)
Christopher Bloodworth..........................................Samford University
Alan Blount........................................................Wake Forest University
Conor Bolich........................................... University of Notre Dame (s)
Patrick Boyer................................................... University of Mississippi
Tucker Carr.................................................. University of Tennessee (s)
Roger Chu.........................................................Georgetown University
Michael Cross..................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
David Curran...................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Anthony Dang.........................................................University of Texas
Asad Dilawari............................................................. Emory University
Michael Duke................................................ University of Alabama (s)
Hunter Edens.........................................................American University
Matthew Edwards.......................................University of Mississippi (s)
Scott Edwards......................................University of North Carolina (s)
Dima Falkner............................................... University of Tennessee (s)
John Fenton.................................................................Leeds University
Alexander Fones.............................................. Northwestern University
Collin Fountain............................................ University of Tennessee (s)
Kent Francis..............................................................Furman University
Daren Freebing.................................................... DePaul University (s)
Taylor Garrett...................................................University of Tennessee
Watson George.....................................................Furman University (s)
Sam Goldstein...................................................................Bates College
Adam Gordon...............................................University of Maryland (s)
Nelson Graham................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Kevin Gray............................................................Tusculum College (s)
Connell Hall.............................................University of North Carolina
Matt Haltom..................................................University of Arkansas (s)
Travis Hamm............................................................Rhodes College (s)
David Harriman............................................ University of Memphis (s)
Rob Hartmann.................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Grant Heflin...............................................University of Mississippi (s)
Jack Heflin..................................................... University of Alabama (s)
Carter Higdon.............................................. University of Tennessee (s)
Robert Hoehn..................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Barrett Huggins........................................................Rhodes College (s)
Mazen Istanbouli......................................... University of Tennessee (s)

DeAndre Jones.................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Wesley Jones................................................ University of Tennessee (s)
Parker Joyner...................................Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (s)
Nathaniel Kastan........................................................ Williams College
Christopher Kennedy............ Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (s)
Teddy Klug...............................................University of North Carolina
Kenny Krzyzkowski..............................................Auburn University (s)
Kyle Lucas..................................................................Purdue University
Kirk Malmo................................................University of Mississippi (s)
Stephen Maroda...............................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Will Mays.............................................Washington and Lee University
Bill McCann...............................................Mississippi State University
Scott McClintock........................................University of Mississippi (s)
Stuart McClure.........................................................Furman University
William McGehee.......................................... University of St. Andrews
Mark McLeod..................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Owen Mercer............................................................Furman University
Andrew Millen..........................................................Rhodes College (s)
Ross Montague................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Jack Montgomery.......................................................Yale University (s)
Vance Montgomery...................................... University of Tennessee (s)
Nick Nash........................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Ben Pelz...........................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Conner Pera................................................. University of Tennessee (s)
Christopher Poore................................................ Bradley University (s)
Will Pryor.................................................University of North Carolina
Eric Sheppard.................................................. University of Mississippi
Samir Sheth................................................................Bowdoin College
Michael Shoptaw......................................... University of Tennessee (s)
Jay Snyder.................................................... University of Tennessee (s)
Michael Sousoulas.............................Southern Methodist University (s)
Michael Stein...................................................Vanderbilt University (s)
Patrick Stewart............................................. University of Tennessee (s)
Chris Taylor..........................................Austin Peay State University (s)
Peter Travis............................................................... Rollins College (s)
Zach Turner.......................................................... Covenant College (s)
Josh Vieira................................................University of Pennsylvania (s)
Mark Vives.............................................Southern Methodist University
Jonathan Weaver............................................University of Arkansas (s)
Cory Weldon................................................ University of Tennessee (s)
Kyle Wherry.........................................................Auburn University (s)
Michael Wills...................................................... University of Alabama
Drew Wiygul................................................ University of Tennessee (s)
Malcolm Wood............................................... University of Alabama (s)
Jackson Woodall........................................... University of Tennessee (s)
Blair Wright................................................University of Mississippi (s)
Luke Wynn...........................................................Furman University (s)

(s) denotes scholarship
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From the Archives

The 1922 All-Memphis Football Team
by Dr. John E. Harkins, Ross McCain Lynn Chair of History

The MUS Archives occasionally gets and greatly
appreciates gifts of documents, images, and memorabilia; such are usually donated by our alumni or their
descendants. Recently, however, we got a document from
an unusual source – it came from Brother Joel McGraw,
assistant principal at Christian Brothers High School.
Brother Joel also acts as the archivist for his institution.
Since I do likewise for MUS, he e-mailed me about a nice
find for our MUS holdings. He had a copy of the Memphis
prep schools’ All-Memphis Football Team selections for
1922. There is a good deal more about the MUS football
players and their season in that issue of the old Memphis
News Scimitar than there is about Christian Brothers’
team. Brother Joel wanted us to have the use of the
page, with its images and season summary.
In the 1922 Turkey Day Classic, MUS was slated to
play Central High School for municipal bragging rights.
If MUS won, it would be a “four-peat” for the city championship. If Central won, there would be a three-way tie for
the title among MUS, Central, and CBC (now CBHS). MUS
and CBC had earlier suspended play against each other in
athletic competition because their rivalry had become so
intense it was causing numerous injuries and undermining
good sportsmanship. CBC and Central had each lost one
game and wanted a share of the title.
The MUS-Central rivalry had also grown quite heated.
Jake Wakefield ’23, the Owls’ star fullback, was a very
talented senior transfer whose brother Wade coached the
MUS team. Central, fearing young Wakefield’s prowess,
protested that Jake should be ruled ineligible. The league
disallowed Central’s objections.
On Thanksgiving Day, in what contemporaries
described as the best prep game ever played in Memphis,
MUS triumphed 20-19. Interestingly, Wakefield scored all

of the Owls’ points. Perhaps his dominance influenced the
paper’s choices for All-Memphis, awarding five first-string
positions to Central and only four to MUS. From the Owls,
it named Wakefield, Philip Magevney ’25 (center),
Bill Williams ’23 (left guard), and John Morris ’23
(right tackle). MUS players who made second-team
All-Memphis included Fred Warner ’24 (left end), Brian
Overton ’24 (right tackle), and Julian Bondurant ’24
(right end). Counting both first- and second-team
All-Memphis squads, MUS and Central tied with seven
players each.
Describing Wakefield, sports editor Bob Pigue colorfully noted, “[he] has no peer in Memphis prep school
circles, being far out of the class of the other backs in
Memphis from every viewpoint. He is a wonderful line
plunger, is a deadly tackler, can throw and receive passes,
[and] is a great broken field runner and punter. He knows
more football than any prep school man that has ever
showed his wares in Memphis. He had [sic] rather play
football than eat, and is always in the game. He beat
Central High single-handledly [sic] last Thursday.”
The MUS Archives will preserve and treasure this
document. As a personal bonus for me, two of the CBC
players to make the 1922 All-Memphis team were T.P.
“Tic” and Pete Mannigan. The Mannigan brothers, now
long deceased, were my second cousins once removed.
Tic Mannigan became a highly regarded physician and
was a valued mentor to me and my four brothers during
our high school years. He was also regarded by many
observers as the best scholar-athlete to play for CBC in
the 1920s. A few years ago, I gave the CBC Archives the
inscribed pocket watch that CBC had conferred on cousin
Tic for his contributions to their sports programs in the
early 1920s.
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“If not for Dr. Woodward…”
MUS Alumnus Saves Lives Every Day

September 13, 2006.
Physician Keith Woodward ’88
had just finished treating the first
of three aneurysms from Edna
Berry’s brain when surgery was
interrupted. Andrew Franklin, an
eight-year-old boy, had suffered
a massive stroke and was in need
of immediate surgery to remove
a blood clot from the left side of
his brain, Woodward was told. He
was the only doctor in the area
who could perform the procedure.
Woodward is one of a handful
of interventional neuroradiologists
in the country, and one of two
in East Tennessee. He specializes
in a minimally invasive surgical
technique that uses image-based
technology to treat vascular
conditions such as aneurysms,
vascular malformations, and
tumors of the brain, spine, head,
and neck. In 90 percent of the
patients he sees, aneurysms are
detected before they rupture and
safely repaired. For the remaining
10 percent, when an aneurysm
bursts or a blood clot finds its way
to the brain and becomes lodged
in its narrow vessels, minutes can
make the difference between life
and death.
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Andrew Franklin fell into the
10 percent category. It had taken
doctors two days to discover the
clot in Andrew’s brain following
his stroke; he was unable to talk
or move his right side. “After a
stroke, the brain remains stunned
for a number of hours,” Woodward
explains. “If blood flow is restored
during that window of time, the
patient’s chances of survival and
recovery are good. Left untreated,
the patient risks paralysis – or
death.” For Andrew, time was of
the essence.
“I examined Andrew’s MRI
and immediately left the operating
room to talk with Edna Berry’s
husband,” Woodward recalls.

by Caitlin Goodrich

He explained the situation: “Mrs.
Berry was in stable condition. Her
two remaining aneurysms were
unruptured, and stopping surgery
was a safe option.”
Mr. Berry’s response came
without hesitation: “You have to
operate on the boy.”
Within minutes, Andrew
was transferred to Fort Sanders
Regional Medical Center.
Woodward began the procedure
as Andrew was put to sleep. It
was a risky surgery. Woodward’s
typical patients are between the
ages of 40 and 60 years old, and
the tools he uses are not designed
for children’s small blood vessels.
“But I had to give it a shot,”
he said.
Woodward sent updates
to Andrew’s parents throughout
the surgery. “He knew we were
terrified, and it was comforting to
know what was happening,” said
Kristi Franklin, the boy’s mother.
The procedure was a success.
Andrew had to learn how to
walk, talk, and eat again, but he
recovered quickly. Today, a slight
limp and an inability to wiggle his
fingers on his right hand are the
only reminders of Andrew’s stroke.

“Life is full of uncertainties,”
said Kristi Franklin, “but this
one thing I know for sure: If not
for Dr. Woodward, I would not
have my baby today.”
The Franklins have kept
in touch with Woodward
since the surgery. He receives
updates on Andrew’s progress
and photos of the boy skateboarding, swimming, and
opening presents on Christmas
morning. And both Woodward
and Andrew have become local
celebrities – their miraculous
story has been covered by
newspapers, magazines, and
local television.

Today both Andrew Franklin and
Edna Berry are healthy examples
of Keith Woodward’s work.

As Knoxville’s only interventional neuroradiologist,
Woodward is constantly on call,
but he doesn’t seem to mind:
“Success stories like Andrew’s
make managing the long hours
and buzzing beeper worth it.”
Woodward and his wife,
Jennifer, live in Knoxville with
their daughter, Canon (11),
and son Calder (7). When he’s
not on call or in the operating
room, Woodward enjoys
white-water kayaking, snow
boarding, and spending time
with his family.

MUS Alumni Continue to Captain Medical Society
Hammond Cole

Hugh Francis

Wiley Robinson

Keith Anderson

Photos by The Memphis Medical Society

by Lacey Galbraith

At a school like MUS, where academics and leadership play such a vital role,
it is unsurprising that a significant number of alumni choose careers in medicine.
As Hugh Francis ’76 said, “At MUS, I learned both to think scientifically and to
write lucidly. I believe these skills to be indispensable for the effective physician.”
What is of particular interest today, however, is how many of those alumni have
held – and continue to hold – such influential positions of leadership within the
Memphis medical community.
Nowhere is proof of this more clear than in The Memphis Medical Society. Six of
the organization’s past presidents have been MUS alumni, and of those, four have been
in the past 10 years alone. Samuel Raines ’17 was first in 1956. Nearly 20 years later in
1975, the society elected Wilford Gragg ’35. Next came Hammond Cole ’61 in 1997,
followed by Francis in 2001, Wiley Robinson ’75 in 2005, and current 2008 president,
Keith Anderson ’76.
Founded in 1876, The Memphis Medical Society and its members work to uphold
the tenets of its constitution, including, “the advancement of medical knowledge, the
elevation of professional character, and the promotion of all measures adapted to the
relief of suffering and the improvement of health.”
The president of The Memphis Medical Society “serves as chair of its board and
works with its executives and staff to identify and accomplish the goals of the society,”
said Francis. “Publicly, the president is the face and voice of the Medical Society.”
The son of a surgeon, Francis is a general and vascular surgeon and a partner in
Memphis Surgery Associates, PC. (Other alumni in this group include Ned Laughlin ’60,
Scott King ’66, Mel Payne ’80, and Ben Gibson ’91.) Francis has “worked in hospitals
since I was 14 years old. Never did I consider another profession.”
During his term as president, Francis saw the society through several changes,
specifically a name change (its third) as well as a new logo. He also worked to increase
physician involvement in the society as a whole. “Through the years I suspect that the
role of president has remained largely the same,” he said, “while the issues concerning
the Medical Society have changed drastically.”
Nowhere is that change more evident than today. “Probably in the 1870s, the
Medical Society concerned itself with matters related to yellow fever,” he said. “Now it
is medical liability reform.”
Keith Anderson is acutely aware of the issue. A heart disease specialist, he is part
of the Sutherland Cardiology Clinic and was quoted in The Commercial Appeal as
saying that “medical liability reform is probably foremost in everybody’s mind.”
How Anderson and the Memphis Medical Society go about this change is still to
be seen. What is certain is that MUS alumni will be there to help usher it in.
“At MUS,” said Francis, “I see an emphasis upon the student’s learning to combine
individual achievement with team play. This combination is particularly important for
physician leaders in organized medicine. I am not at all surprised to see so many MUS
alumni serving as president of The Memphis Medical Society. No doubt there will be
many more to come.”
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Dog Day Afternoon
			

(and Overnight)

									

Chip Brown ’96 has always loved dogs.
Since college, he has spent a large portion
of his time learning about dog behavior and
training, teaching obedience classes and
working closely with hunting retrievers.
One day, he knew he’d like to open his
own boarding and training facility.
Years later, Brown finally did. In
December 2007, he opened BrownDog
Lodge, a luxury pet hotel, daycare, and
spa. It was “either now or never,” he said.
“With the support of my wife, Noel, and
thoughtful prayer I decided to go for it.”
Prior to starting his own business,
Brown worked as a senior market representative for ProLogis, handling the leasing
of their industrial warehouses within the
Memphis area. Recognized by the Memphis
Area Association of Realtors for his achievement in the field, he was a Pinnacle Award
recipient in 2002 and 2006. Coming from a
real estate background such as his meant
that finding the right location for BrownDog
Lodge was important. For years, he had
looked for a suitable facility but said that,
“it’s hard to find the right layout and location for this type of business. After considering several other facilities, I finally found
this building. I immediately knew it was
exactly what I wanted. Located in the
heart of Memphis, I felt confident that
it would work.”
Barry Ray, principal of the Upper
School, agrees. He and his wife send their
dog Beau, a standard poodle, to BrownDog
Lodge, and in his view, “East Memphis has
needed something like this for some time.”
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by Lacey Galbraith

Brown knew this and had researched
comparable facilities across the country,
taking note of their popularity and demand.
BrownDog Lodge, though, is Brown’s unique
creation, its take on canine care a radical
departure from other doggie daycares.
There are no kennels, but rather luxury
suites, with a listing of amenities that include
personal attention, climate control, premium
bedding, a flat panel television, a Webcam,
daily meals and treats, and three walks per
day in BrownDog Lodge’s grassy backyard.
There’s also transportation available by way
of the BrownDog Shuttle. Man’s best friend
has turned VIP.
Brown is throwing all his energies into
making BrownDog Lodge a success. With
a staff of 11 employees – both full- and parttime – Brown spends most of his day
at BrownDog. “The biggest challenge has
been time management of the countless
miscellaneous items one has to deal with
as an owner, from legal issues, human
resources, payroll, etc., to bathing dogs,
shopping for supplies, cleaning the floors,
and answering phones.”
His efforts are paying off, though.
“Between daycare, boarding and grooming,”
he said, “[we] currently have around 30 dogs
per day.” That number continues to grow
every week.
Ray’s experience sending Beau to
BrownDog Lodge is a good example of
why. “When we visited,” he said, “we were
impressed with the facilities and that a
human would be with the dogs at all
times. I don’t see us using any other service.

Chip Brown with a few of his customers, including Barry Ray’s dog, Beau (far right, posing for the camera)

We have been very happy with our experience. When my wife turns onto the road
where BrownDog is located, Beau sits up and
becomes very excited. It appears that he is very
happy to go there.”
For Brown, “the best part of the experience
has been meeting our wonderful customers
and their dogs. There is a strong bond between
owners and their dogs similar to their own
children. It’s fun to play with their dogs, but
it’s also very rewarding to be appreciated by
the customer for caring for their ‘best friend.’
It’s been nice to receive positive feedback from
customers, especially in the early stages of
opening a new business.”
Brown’s children, Cowan and Walt, are
just as happy with their father’s new venture.
“Our boys are 5 and 3 and love to give the dogs

treats,” he says. “I’m looking forward to the
day they can help walk, feed, and clean up
after the dogs!”
When it comes to the future, Brown
hasn’t ruled out adding a few more lodges
to the mix, but does want to focus on maximizing customer satisfaction first. Plans are
in the works, he said, for “expanding our
services to include obedience training.” If
all goes well, and “provided we are pleased
with our progress, we may then consider
expanding in other locations in the future.”
As a whole, the past year and its transitions have been “dramatic,” Brown said,
“but enjoyable. I moved from a stable corporate environment to an evolving small business venture. Change is scary, but exciting
at the same time.”
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STATE WINNERS

Triple Play

Latin

The MUS Latin Club brought home the state
championship trophy from this year’s Tennessee
Junior Classical League (TJCL) Latin Convention
in Clarksville, Tennessee. The competition pitted
MUS students against Latin scholars from across
the state in academics, athletics, and fine arts.
Forty-nine MUS students, led by Latin
instructors Marilyn Reinhardt, Ryan Sellers,
and Trey Suddarth, won ribbons over the
weekend. MUS brought home first-place finishes
in the chariot race, publicity contest, and
academic competitions en route to winning the
first place overall sweepstakes trophy. Winners
of first place ribbons included Joseph Amagliani
in the 400-meter run; Eli Goldstein in Roman
Life I, Vocabulary I, and Essay 8; Matt Grisham
in the high jump; Morgan Hunt in Poetry 8;
Clint Montgomery in Derivatives II and Oratory 9;
Jack Montgomery in Classical Art IV; Nicholas
Rouse in Latin Literature; Austin Whittaker
in Reading Comprehension II; and Ben Zambetti
in Poetry 9. Their 955 point total was almost
double the amount of points earned by the
second-place finisher.
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Academics, Athletics,
								

Lacrosse

The MUS lacrosse team traveled to Nashville
to compete in the state tournament and returned
with the Tennessee Scholastic Lacrosse Association State Championship in hand after defeating
The McCallie School, 12-6. Winning the title,
the sixth to date for MUS, capped a successful
season in which the Owls attained a 15-1 overall
record. Scott McClintock was named Defensive
MVP and Franklin Martin was named the
Offensive MVP for the game.
Along with winning the state championship,
several MUS players were recognized for their
contributions to the team’s success during the
season. Sayle Atkinson, Johnny Carson,
Barry Hillyer, Kyle Lucas, Patrick Stewart,
and Will Stokes were named to the All-State
1st Team. Connell Hall, Ben Khouri, and
John Rutledge were named to the All-State 2nd
Team. Barry Hillyer and Patrick Stewart were
named All-Americans. Congratulations to coaches
Elliott Dent, Pat Dimento, Whit Tenent ’00,
and Ron Ansley ’97, and the team for an
outstanding season.

and Club Teams Win State
by Lauren Oxner

Ruth and Jerry Peters

937 Wins

and Counting…

Coach Peters Inducted into
TSSAA Hall of Fame

Fencing

After an off-season of tough and dedicated
training, the MUS fencing team was ready to
improve on their disappointing last-place finish in
the 2007 state finals. And improve they did by
winning the 2008 State Championship.
“Our team came into this season both mentally
and physically stronger,” said MUS fencing coach
Brad Kroeker. “Our training was better, and we
just worked hard all year to make victories happen.”
After a successful regular season full of
tournament victories, MUS’s Skip Aymett and
Conor Bolich finished first and fifth, respectively,
in the Épée division at the Tennessee Division
Tournament. Bolich, Aymett, Robert Hoehn,
Chase Schoelkopf, Trip Freeburg, and
J.P. Wheeler then traveled to Chattanooga to
compete in the state tournament. There they
defeated competitors from Baylor and David
Brainerd Christian Academy on their way to
winning MUS’s first state fencing championship in
the Épée division. And though fencing, a club sport,
has not received the same amount of attention as
varsity sports, bringing home the state title is a
sign that things may be about to change.
Lauren Oxner is a junior English major at Rhodes College
and interned with the MUS Communications Department
this summer.

Coach Jerry Peters was inducted into the
Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association
(TSSAA) Hall of Fame in Murfreesburo, Tennessee,
on March 15. Established in 1981, the TSSAA
Hall of Fame recognizes outstanding achievements
by individuals from TSSAA member schools.
Peters, who just wrapped up his 44th season as
MUS’s head basketball coach, was joined at the
ceremony by his wife, Ruth, son Jon Peters ’84,
assistant basketball coaches Matt Bakke and
Mark Counce ’77, Athletic Director Bobby
Alston, and Headmaster Ellis Haguewood
and his wife, Peggy.
“Coach Peters is so very deserving of this
honor,” said Alston. “He epitomizes all of the
things that make coaching a great career choice.
His commitment to excellence is always on
display, as is his attention to detail.”
During his tenure, he has racked up 937 wins,
16 district championships, seven regional championships, more than 100 conference and invitational championships, and a state championship.
His teams have won over 70 percent of their
games. He is the winningest active coach and
the second-winningest all-time coach in Tennessee.
“No one deserves this honor more than
Jerry Peters,” Haguewood said about Peters’
induction. “It’s a great honor for him, for his
family, for the school, and for the hundreds of
guys who have played for him over the years.
Jerry has always done it right.”
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Gifts in Memory and Honor
Your gifts in memory of loved ones or in honor of special friends
directly enable young men at MUS to receive the best education available.
Memorials to Memphis University School support the Annual Fund program.
Families of those whose memories are honored will be notified by an
appropriate card with an acknowledgment to the donor. We gratefully
acknowledge the following gifts to the school:*

M

E M O R I A L S

NEWTON PERKINS ALLEN, SR.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Jess Ossorio ’78

CARTER LEE MURRAY ’94
Cullen and Art Weeden

MILTON ANGEL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Broer
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Debbie and Ron Lazarov
Mrs. Diana B. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Saunders

SCOTT D. PATTERSON
Dr. and Mrs. Allen S. Boyd
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Foundations Sunday School Class
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
Dixie and Jim Power
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell

ELIZABETH P. BLOODWORTH
Connie and Lou Adams ’70
Kathy and Ben Adams ’74
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Debbie and Ron Lazarov
Mrs. Diana B. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60

ROBERT M. RUCH
Mr. A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
Anne and John Jones ’81
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
Mr. Joseph O. Boone ’89
EVVA BURROW
Mr. A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Broer
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Flemon Meade
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Saunders
EARL CLENIN
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
WAYNE E. DUFF
Mr. and Mrs. Craig R. Hilsenbeck ’94
MELBA GEARHARDT
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
BILLY HARKINS
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Harkins
ELSA PICAZA HEROS
Mrs. Diana B. Moore
D. Q. “BUDDY” HURST III
Mrs. Diana B. Moore
KATHLEEN LAKE
Mr. A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
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MICHAEL E. SHAHEEN, JR.
Sue and Ray Brakebill ’64
Mr. and Mrs. Henry N. Cannon ’68
CLAUDE DEWITT SHELTON
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Bowman
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
Ms. Judy Rutledge
Mrs. Joan Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Saunders
JOHN MURRY SPRINGFIELD
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. White, Jr. ’92
JOHN ALEXANDER HERIOT STEVENS
Mr. A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Bentley M. Long ’79
Mr. and Mrs. L. Donelson Miller ’80
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
PEARL TROTTER
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Broer
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
LOUISE B. TULLY
Kathy and Ben Adams ’74
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Boyle, Jr.
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
CHRISTA G. WARNER
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. White, Jr. ’92
MCDONALD YAWN
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60

H

O N O R A R I U M S

ERNEST G. AMSLER III
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
WILLIAM L. ASKEW III
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
CHAD BALLENTINE ’96
Sharon and Roger Byers
JOHN B. BALLENTINE ’90
Sharon and Roger Byers
PETER M. BOWMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
RICHARD C. BROER
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
THOMAS L. BROWN
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
MARIA M. BURKE
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
WILLIAM C. CARTER ’09
Mrs. Joan Gilliland
CLASS OF 1988
Dr. Christopher P. Hess ’88
BARBARA L. CRIPPEN
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
ELIZABETH M. CROSBY
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
REGINALD A. DALLE
Mr. Jerry D. Chandler
and Clayton C. Chandler ’97
PHILLIP B. EIKNER ’77
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
SUSAN B. FABER
Mr. Perry D. Dement
BRETON S. FREEBING ’07
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing
DAREN T. FREEBING ’08
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing
RYAN S. FREEBING ’05
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing
WILLIAM P. FRI ’71
Mr. Stanley L. Fri ’71
TIMOTHY S. GREER
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
ELLIS L. HAGUEWOOD
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Alexander, Jr. ’84
JOHN F. HILTONSMITH
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Alexander, Jr. ’84
M. CHRISTIAN KAUFFMAN, JR. ’10
The Kastan Family

DEBBIE LAZAROV
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mrs. Judy Hurst
Mrs. Jean Saunders
MARCUS J.P. MACMILLAN ’92
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
JOHN E. MARCOM, SR.
Mr. John E. Marcom, Jr. ’75
MOM AND DAD
Mr. Kenneth C. Koleyni ’93
ALLEN B. MORGAN, JR. ’60
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
MUSETTE S. MORGAN
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
NANCY G. MORRIS
The Kastan Family
M. VINCENT MUTZI
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
JAMES D. RUSSELL
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
ANDREW P. STEVENSON ’12
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mattox
WILLIAM S. TAYLOR
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Felsenthal ’88
NORMAN S. THOMPSON, JR.
Dr. Robert J. Davis ’82
Mr. J. Sidney Evans, Jr. ’87
Mr. Edward H. Felsenthal ’84
Mr. Robert J. Gordon ’79
Mr. Samuel B. Hollis, Jr. ’79
Dr. David Y. Hwang ’97
Dr. Jeffrey S. Kaplan ’81
Mr. Andrew C. Manugian ’05
Mr. E. Andrew McDermott III ’88
Mr. Christopher J. McDonald ’07
Mr. Michael P. Morisy ’03
Mr. D. Mark Poag ’89
Mr. Joshua D. Poag ’91
Mr. Samuel B. Ragsdale ’90
Mr. C.S. Avery Reaves ’00
Mr. Rollin A. Riggs ’78
Mr. James M. Ringel ’83
Mr. Jonathan L. Ringel ’86
Mr. J. Andrew Shelley ’86
Mr. Scott A. Snyder ’83
Dr. Owen B. Tabor, Jr. ’85
Mr. M. Brett Waddell ’86
Mr. W. Jonathan Yeung ’07
JOSEPH S. TYLER
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08
JAMES C. VARNER ’73
Mr. Perry D. Dement
SCOTT PARKER WILSON ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen D. Wilson
ROBERT H. WINFREY
Mr. David M. Harriman ’08

Why I Give
by Battle Williford ’01

I’ll never forget Mr. [John] Hiltonsmith’s chapel speech about the
matchless satisfaction of ice-cold lemonade. In the suffocating heat of
Memphis summers, he argued, there is no credible match among other
thirst quenchers. Gulping down freshly squeezed lemons in a tall glass
with plenty of ice (but not too much) until one’s brain forces him to
stop and take a breath – it just doesn’t get any better. Sitting in Hyde
Chapel, I had never
heard anyone talk about
lemonade so enthusiastically, and I have never
forgotten it.
This image of ice-cold
lemonade, Mr. Hiltonsmith said, stood for the
most satisfying moments
in his career. One of
his examples included a
Beg To Differ graduate
returning to Memphis on
Battle Williford recently stopped by to visit
spring break and stopping
with Upper School Principal Barry Ray.
by Mr. Hiltonsmith’s
Williford graduated from Vanderbilt
office. The young man
University in 2005 with a B.A. in English.
exclaimed that he had
He is now a senior portfolio manager
created his own a cappella
at Metropolitan Bank. Having served
group in college, and
as Student Council president at MUS,
he had already recruited
he continues his involvement with the
several other musicians.
school as a Thorn Society Emerging Leader.
They were starting to
create their own music. The student’s words washed over Mr. Hiltonsmith; it was as though he were sitting in the shade, enjoying a glass of
ice-cold lemonade.
Somewhere on campus, this past year, a ninth grader volunteered
for his first civic service project. That kid might (I dare say “will”) get
hooked on making a difference in his community. Some day in the
future, that kid might change the world; and that will occur partly
because of the values that the MUS Civic Service Organization (CSO)
introduced to him.
Each year young men at MUS are getting involved in organizations
like Beg To Differ, the CSO, the Owl’s Hoot, the Student Council, and
the lacrosse team. Not to mention, they’re also focusing on academics,
trying to earn an A on one of Mr. [Norman] Thompson’s Shakespeare
tests. (The world needs dreamers, too.)
I give to the MUS Annual Fund because
I want MUS to continue. I want MUS
students to continue to make a difference in
the world. It’s my way of buying myself a
nice, cold glass of ice-cold lemonade.
MUS ANNUAL FUND
To make a gift to the Annual Fund, call (901) 260-1350, give online at www.musowls.org/donate,
or mail a contribution to 6191 Park Avenue, Memphis, TN 38119-5399.

KENT WUNDERLICH ’66
Mr. Perry D. Dement
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C hairman Portrait Series
“Straight-Shooter” Morrison Honored with Portrait
by Julia Chesney

Trustees, faculty, staff, and
friends of MUS gathered in April to
pay tribute to William P. “Buddy”
Morrison at the unveiling of his
portrait. Morrison was the fourth
chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the new MUS, serving as chair
from 1983-88. His portrait, along
with those of other board chairmen,
will hang permanently in the
Loeb Conference Room as part
of the Chairman Portrait Series.
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood,
MUS board chair Bob Loeb ’73,
former board chair Trow Gillespie ’65,
and board member and Morrison’s
son Joe Morrison ’78 paid tribute to
Morrison at the event.
In his remarks, Haguewood
characterized Morrison as a “man rooted in the earth he tilled
but elevated by sublime love – love for his wife, his sons, his
grandchildren, and for MUS. He could be blunt, hard-nosed,
salty, but you always knew where he stood because he was a
straight-shooter.” Haguewood also said, “His life embodied
the virtues that characterize a noble life – decency, honesty,
hard work, perseverance, hospitality, compassion, service,
loyalty, and generosity. And he brought all those virtues to
bear in his stewardship of MUS.”
Buddy Morrison served as a member of the Board
of Trustees from 1976 to 1995. In the 1970s he made
the lead gift for the $1.2 million campaign to build the
McCaughan Science Center (named for his father-in-law,
Dr. J.J. McCaughan). While Morrison was board chair
in the 1980s, the school underwent its first endowment
campaign since 1954. The 1984 Campaign for Endowment
was instrumental in securing funds for faculty salaries and
scholarships. During his five years as board chair, Morrison
helped MUS see its endowment rise by 193 percent, from
$1.4 million to $4.1 million. In that time, MUS also received
$800,000 in Annual Fund contributions. During those five
years, SAT scores improved; there was a 27 percent increase
in National Merit scholarship recipients among the senior
class; the percentage of students receiving financial aid
grew by 50 percent; and median faculty salaries became the
highest among Tennessee schools which were members of the
National Association of Independent Schools. Four faculty
chairs were added to the school, including one that Morrison
endowed – the Ruth McCaughan Morrison Chair of Science,
named for his wife. The football program celebrated its first
state championship; Coach Jerry Peters hit the 500-win mark
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in basketball; and MUS garnered
two state tennis championships and
three Best of the Preps Awards from
The Commercial Appeal.
Morrison and his wife, Ruth,
were founding members of the
Ross M. Lynn Society, and he
served as Lynn Society president
from 2002-04. He was a co-chair
of the Trustees Division, the first
leadership group in developing
the Doors to New Opportunities
Campaign. The Trustees Division
raised nearly $9 million from
the board and honorary board in
1997-99 during the early stages
of the campaign. The Morrison
Courtyard, the quadrangle encircled
by the new Upper School academic
building, is named for him.
Morrison is the father of John, Price ’75, and Joe; and grandfather of Buddy ’09 and Joe ’12.
The portrait of Buddy Morrison is by Memphis artist
Marc Shea. His commissions have included many prominent
Memphians and their families, including Jim Rout’s mayoral
portrait. Shea won the 1996 grand prize in the National
Portrait Competition presented by the Portrait Institute and
American Artist magazine, and the Portrait Society of America
awarded him first place in its annual members’ competition
in 2006.
The Chairman Portrait Series was established to pay
tribute to the school leaders who created and sustained the
tradition of excellence at MUS. Portraits of the first three
board chairmen, Alexander W. Wellford, Sr. ’30, Robert
G. Snowden, and Roy E. Bell, Jr., already hang in the Loeb
Conference Room. The next portrait, to be unveiled in 2009,
will honor Kent Wunderlich ’66.

Ruth Morrison with her three sons, Joe, John, and Price

Vince Mutzi, Peter Bowman, and Barbara Crippen

MUS Bids Farewell
to Retiring Faculty
		

by Elizabeth Brandon

Vince Mutzi: Academic Excellence
Never Lost in Translation

Vince Mutzi knew early on what most
inspired him. “I acquired my love and appreciation of languages from my grandmother, who
taught me Italian while I was still a child learning
English,” he said. After 38 years, this MUS teacher
continues to feed that interest. Upon retiring, he
looks forward to new opportunities to continue
the teaching and learning that represent his extensive career.
Growing up bilingual, he took on a third language
after high school, receiving a B.A. and M.A. in Spanish and
English from the University of Mississippi. He then went
on to complete additional graduate studies in language and
linguistics at the Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher
Education in Mexico in 1967.
His first high school teaching position took him to
Denver, Colorado, for two years, after which he taught at
Georgia Southern College (now Georgia Southern University).
It was while at this second job that he met Colonel Ross
Lynn, who hired him to teach at MUS.
While Mutzi had planned to remain in the college
environment, he accepted the offer. “I have never regretted
that decision,” he said. “I have gained a deep appreciation for
the leaders of MUS since joining the school in 1970,” he said.
“I have had the pleasure of working under three headmasters:
Ross Lynn, Gene Thorn, and Ellis Haguewood.”
As his love of language was evident early on, so was his
desire to teach. “I had always known that I wanted to be a
teacher,” he said. “I suppose the real reason, looking back now,
is because I have always wanted to be with young people and
have always felt an ability to communicate with and understand
younger folk.

“There was not one initial experience, rather a growing
awareness of the importance of it and my role within the
classroom as a teacher,” he said, describing his drive to teach.
“I do value and cherish daily the confidence, respect, and
admiration that the students have given me throughout
the years.”
Although Mutzi has taught all levels of Spanish in his
MUS career, he views his work as chairman of the National
Honor Society Selection Committee for the past 28 years to be
one of his most significant contributions to the school. “Being
inducted into the National Honor Society is greatly valued and
appreciated by MUS students,” he said. “What the distinction
encompasses – honor, scholarship, character, and virtue – is
something these young men desire, and I am proud to have
been able to contribute to that aspiration.”
Though his name has become synonymous with one of
the most prestigious honors that an MUS student can receive,
this teacher still enjoys the lighthearted side of the academic
world. “I have been known to tell tales in
the classroom,” he chuckles. “Along with
an ability to look for the best in everyone, I
have always cherished a sense of humor.
“I commend MUS for its overall
educational program,” Mutzi said. “My hope
for the school’s future lies in my desire for
MUS to continue the exceptional level of
academic instruction as well as the array
of activities and organizations which have
become the hallmark of an MUS education.
I am convinced that MUS will not only meet
that challenge, but will continue serving as
an example of excellence to be emulated by
other institutions of higher learning.”
Most importantly, Mutzi is thankful for MUS and for the
many wonderful students, fathers, and sons he has known and
taught. As he so clearly puts it, “MUS has prepared us all for
the future, wherever the path may lead.”

Peter Bowman Leaves a Lasting Impression
When asked about his love for teaching and passion for
art, Peter Bowman insists, “You cannot have one without the
other.” Actions speak louder than words on this view, as the
MUS art teacher for the past 29 years prepares to retire.
Was it a difficult journey to discover this vocation? Not
for Bowman, whose innate interest in art stems from childhood.
Pittsburgh-born, he spent most of his youth in Corinth, Mississippi. Though he did not take formal courses to expand upon
his “natural interest” in high school, Bowman soon after took
his first painting class at Northeast Mississippi Junior College
(which he attended for two and a half years), after which he
completed his B.F.A. at Memphis College of Art in 1967.
In graduate school at Montana State University, he started
to develop his teaching skills while working as a graduate
assistant. Upon receiving his M.A.A. in 1969, Bowman faced
what many young adults do when looking at the job market:
“Pursue a make-do job or my interest in teaching?”
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He eventually reconciled the practicality of earning a
living with his drive to teach art. After two years of teaching
at Barber Scotia College in North Carolina, Bowman took on
part-time stints at Memphis College of Art and Rhodes College.
In 1978, he realized the need for a full-time job, and one of his
former students from Rhodes led him to the MUS teaching
position he has held since 1979.
Having been in both environments as an instructor,
Bowman notes the distinction between high school and college
students. “The processing of information differs between the
two age groups,” he said. “In high school, a
teacher must provide information in smaller
increments, critiquing along the way.” One
must not be mistaken in assuming this was
ever a drawback for him.
When asked what has kept him at MUS
for this length of time, Bowman first identifies
the dynamic between the students and faculty,
a “free flow” made possible by the school’s
academic and behavioral expectations. “Since
I first began at MUS, the school has always
maintained a disciplined student body, a
standard that has kept me in this position,”
Bowman said.

This teacher’s respect and admiration for his students
proves reciprocal. In a recent letter addressed to his high
school art teacher, MUS alumnus Kevin Powell ’83 displays
his continued appreciation for Bowman: “You always demanded,
though silently, of us to maintain the highest personal ethics
and simple joy for life and what is around us.”
Bowman’s commitment to his students is matched by his
respect for the MUS faculty. “I had a lot of support when I
began working at MUS,” he said. “Coach Jerry Peters really
helped me through the first couple of years.” Remarking on the
“strength of the faculty in its longevity of service,” Bowman’s
hope for the school’s future success lies in MUS maintaining
that quality.
In his time spent at MUS, he has noted some changes of
the curriculum, the addition and removal of classes, the growth
of the Fine Arts Department. “The focus remains on the traditional academic program, the classic prep school curriculum
that demands a certain standard,” Bowman said.
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Throughout his years of teaching at MUS, he has remained
a prominent figure in the local art community, regularly exhibiting his work at David Lusk Gallery. He plans to continue this
individual work following his retirement from MUS.
Though he looks forward to spending more time in the
studio and teaching part-time college courses, Bowman looks
at his MUS experience and said, “I wouldn’t have it any
other way.”

Lady Crippen Leaves MUS Round Table

“Talk about the Lone Ranger!”
Barbara Crippen laughs while
recalling her first days at MUS.
“In 1987, I was the only new teacher
there.” After 21 years of teaching
English at MUS, she has found
not only acceptance but esteemed
colleagues, dedicated students,
and ongoing exploration of her
own interests.
“Being a teacher was the only
career aspiration I ever had,” she
said. Influenced by her own high
school English teacher, Crippen
was an education major at the
University of Tennessee (1967-69) before transferring
to the University of Memphis, where she completed
her undergraduate studies in 1971.
Instead of pursuing a liberal arts degree in English,
Crippen received an education in a variety of subject
matter: “So even though my broad-ranging degree
included quite a few more science and education classes
than the normal English major’s, they have served me
well, providing an abiding amateur’s interest in anthropology, geology, and biology.”
After five years of teaching at Horn Lake High
School, Crippen had her first son in 1976, but still
taught summer school classes at Germantown High
School. Following the birth of her second son in 1979, she
became a full-time mother and volunteer at Germantown
Methodist Church and Germantown High School.
In January 1987, Crippen was working on her master’s
degree in education at the University of Memphis. She heard
about an open position at MUS while visiting with one of
her own high school friends, Sally Adams Askew, who,
along with husband, Lin Askew, recommended her to
the position. “I interviewed with Mr. [Gene] Thorn,
Mr. [John Murry] Springfield, Mr. [Leigh] MacQueen,
and Mr. [Jim] Russell and was thrilled to receive the job
offer,” she remembers.
Now instructing two seventh-grade classes, one junior
English Review course, and a senior elective, the Arthurian
Tradition, Crippen values the relationship she has with her
students, and the feeling is mutual. A favorite memory of
hers comes from one of her seventh-grade student’s essay on
how MUS is different from what he thought. “I expected the

teachers to be mean, but they are really helpful,” she quotes
him. “In fact, they are more like camp counselors
than teachers.”
Crippen takes particular pride in MUS’s traditional liberal
arts curriculum, steeped in “the understood philosophy of
‘don’t teach down; bring students up to your level.’ Our
programs remain rigorous, challenging, and rewarding. No
‘dumbing down’ encourages students and teachers to reach
continually for their highest levels.”
Working under the lofty expectations MUS has of
students and faculty alike, both groups allow for good old fun.
Teaching Arthurian Tradition classes, Crippen has been able “to
throw springtime ‘medieval banquets’ here at ‘Owl Castle’ for
the ‘knights,’ bringing several faculty and guests to dine and
entertain in their medieval alter-egos.” Crippen has also inspired
students with her Laws for a Knight of The Round Table, laws
she believes every MUS student should follow. Among these
are: “Give help to ladies and damsels. Fight only in just causes.
Give mercy. But above all, be willing to forgive yourself.

Give yourself permission to make mistakes and to learn from
them, as the knights did.”
Leaving MUS proves a bittersweet chapter in her life.
Crippen looks forward to spending time with her first
grandson, and her MUS career has offered some preparation.
“After being at MUS for 21 years, I’ve learned a lot about
boys of all ages,” she said. Nonetheless, her time spent at this
school has been rewarding on several levels.
She appreciates the academic environment for faculty:
“Viewing teachers as accomplished professionals, the administration trusts us to perform in the classroom with good
judgment and high ideals.”
Throughout her MUS career, Crippen has developed in
her role of teacher and learner. “As an English teacher, I have
been encouraged to pursue my own fields of interest and
to implement classroom subject matter reflecting personal
intellectual passions. MUS is a Camelot for teachers –
fantastic students and the opportunity for all sorts
of scholarly pursuits.”

Award-Winning “Cheerleader” Retires
Since joining MUS as director of
Communications nearly a decade ago, the
sounds of Debbie Lazarov’s heels clicking
up and down Humphreys Hall and her
infectious laugh have become as much a
part of the soundtrack of MUS as the bells
that end every class period.
The self-described “school’s biggest
cheerleader” has been the caretaker of
the school’s image for close to 10 years. From awardwinning advertising campaigns, to letters to parents,
to brochures for the lunch program, Lazarov’s creativity
and keen eye for detail ensured that every project, big
or small, showcased the best of what MUS has to offer.
During her tenure, Lazarov spearheaded the
creation of two new publications for MUS families:
Inside MUS, a newsletter keeping current families
up-to-date on the latest happenings on campus and
Faces, a book of student and faculty pictures that every
teacher trying to learn names and every mother trying
to know who her son is eating lunch with cannot
live without.
As editor of MUS Today, she supervised an
overhaul of the publications. The new format of
MUS Today has increased the magazine’s readership
and made it one of the school’s most valuable
resources for connecting with alumni.
On the technical front, Lazarov recognized the
importance of using the Internet and e-mail as communications tools. She saw to the creation and, later,

by Kate Metcalf

the redesign of the MUS Web site. She was
responsible for the “This is U-TV” video that
garnered both the 2005 CASE District III Grand
Award for Films and Videotapes and the 2005
CINE Golden Eagle Award for Excellence in
Film and Video Production.
Lavarov’s contributions to independent
schools did not stop at the gates of 6191 Park
Avenue. She oversaw the implementation of the
Community of Concern, an alcohol and drug education
program, not just at MUS but at all MAIS schools.
She was instrumental in creating the MUS Alumni
Book Awards, given annually to talented students at
six area schools. And she has been a mentor and
sounding board for communications professionals in
schools throughout the city who came to her when
they needed advice from the woman who set the bar
for local school communications.
Upon the announcement of her retirement,
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood said, “Debbie has been
a superb director of Communications, and a great asset
to the school in a variety of ways, from management of
huge projects to small decisions about placement of a
photograph on the page of a magazine. She has taken
our school publications and marketing initiatives to a
level whose quality matches or surpasses those of any
other independent school in the country.”
Lazarov retired from her role as director of
Communications to spend more time with her
husband Ron, son Adam ’02, and daughter Amy.
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Faculty and Staff Receive Accolades

Angela and Mark Counce (center) are surrounded by their children,
Stephen, Julia, Andrew, and Robert.

Counce Takes Top Teaching Honor

by Julia Chesney

Counce earned a B.A. from the University of Arkansas
and an M.A. from the University of Memphis. He taught
at Evangelical Christian School and taught and coached
basketball at Cordova High School in the years between his
time at MUS. Counce and his wife, Angela, administrative
assistant for athletics at MUS, are the parents of Stephen ’07,
Robert ’09, Andrew ’14, and Julia.
The Distinguished Teaching Award, established in
1990 by former teacher and Lower School Principal John
Murry Springfield, honors a member of the MUS faculty
who demonstrates a willingness to go beyond the call of
duty in helping students, communicates well with students
and peers, has an impact on the school community, makes
a subject interesting while maintaining standards of excellence, and pursues professional growth. A committee made
up of the headmaster, principals of the Lower School and
Upper School, academic dean, and one board member
selects the annual recipient.

Mathematics instructor Mark Counce ’77 is the
recipient of the 2008 Distinguished Teaching Award. Counce
taught several math courses at MUS for 10 years (1983-93).
Since rejoining the faculty in 2004, he has taught geometry
and functions and data analysis. Additionally, Counce is an
MUS graphic designer Denise Hunt was honored
assistant varsity basketball coach, assistant athletic director
with the 2008 Jean Barbee Hale Award for Outstanding
for spring sports, and the sponsor of the Fellowship of
Service at a luncheon in May. Hunt began her MUS career
Christian Athletes. He has the distinction of being one of
in 1992 as a graphic designer, editor of MUS Today, and
only two people ever (along with Director of Student Life
photographer for publications. She remained editor of the
John Cady ’69) to be an MUS alumnus, teacher, and parent.
alumni magazine through 1998, developing its signature
According to Math Department Chair Nancy Gates,
cover look, layout, and style. An indispensable member of
“As a teacher, he has the unique ability to explain difficult
the MUS communications team, she is responsible for the
concepts in a way the students can clearly follow, and he
design of MUS Today, the Annual Report of Gifts, and the
has a rapport with students that instills in them the desire
MUS Football Guide, as well as a variety of other printed
to achieve. Mark’s easy manner, his sense of humor, and his
materials including the U Book, the
obvious desire to help students all
school calendar, and more.
go together to make his students feel
Additionally, Hunt served as a
comfortable and confident; but he
member of the Case Development
also sets high academic goals in his
Committee for the Doors to New
classes. He knows how to motivate
Opportunities Capital Campaign and
students, and he teaches them the
as a member of the Development/
discipline they need to reach those
Advancement Sub-Committee for the
goals.
2004-05 Strategic Plan. She and her
“I have known Mark Counce
husband, Nelson, are the parents of
as a student, a player, an assistant
two daughters, Caroline and Ashley.
coach, an opposing coach, a friend,
In presenting the award,
and as a father and husband. In all
Denise Hunt (center) is congratulated by
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood said,
of these areas of life, I have seen the
her daughters, Caroline and Ashley.
“Mrs. Hale was a woman of loyalty,
same energy, enthusiasm, and positive
commitment, dedication, quiet dignity, and beauty of
attitude allow him to attain a high level of excellence. Truly,
spirit. The recipient of the Hale Award is someone who
Mark is a distinguished teacher and a unique person,” said
has exemplified the character that Jean exhibited here at
Coach Jerry Peters.
MUS...[Denise] is an indispensable part of our communicaSayle Atkinson ’08 believes that “Coach Counce has a
tions team. She is a woman of great wit and collegiality –
passion for teaching. He is genuinely concerned if a student
a real professional.”
doesn’t understand the material, and a line of students can
Former director of communications Debbie Lazarov
often be found outside his office. He is always willing to
said, “Denise and I worked as a team for 10 years, and I
help a student as long as he tries. His motivating attitude is
could not have produced MUS Today without her as an
as present in the classroom as it is on the basketball court.”

Hunt Hailed With Outstanding Award
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equal partner. In fact, Denise has given her heart and soul
in maintaining a standard of excellence in all of the school’s
publications and printed materials. Her vast knowledge of
the history of the school as well as her incredible creativity
and talent have been essential in promoting the integrity of
MUS in all the work we have done together. Denise Hunt is
truly deserving of the Jean Hale Award.”
Ben Hale established the annual award in honor of his
wife, Jean Hale, a 24-year member of the MUS staff, upon
her retirement in 1998. The award recognizes members of
the staff who have demonstrated the unselfish service and
dedication to the school that characterized Mrs. Hale.
Jean and Ben Hale had three sons attend MUS: Scott ’78,
Dennis ’80, and Steve ’84.

received such honors as the Daughters of the American
Revolution’s Tennessee Outstanding American History
Teacher Award (1997); inclusion in the Who’s Who in America
(since 2005); and induction into the Christian Brothers High
School Hall of Fame (1994). In 1996, he received the MUS
Distinguished Teaching Award.
Harkins earned a B.S. from the University of Memphis
in 1967, an M.A. from Louisiana State University in 1971, and
his Ph.D. in history from the University of Memphis in 1976.
John and his wife, Georgia, have been married for
42 years. She has supported him fully in all of his institutional endeavors and his writing projects.

Flip Eikner joined the faculty in 1983, just six years
after graduation from MUS. In his two and a half decades
as an instructor, he has taught several English classes,
currently teaching English 9, British Literature I, and British
Literature II. Additionally, he leads a pre-seventh-grade
Harkins and Eikner Reach 25-Year Milestone
English review course in MUS
In May, two instructors received
Summer School. In 1994, Eikner
the 25-year Service Award for their long
won the Distinguished Teaching
and distinguished careers at MUS:
Award, and in 2003 the senior
Dr. John Harkins and Flip Eikner ’77.
class deemed him the recipient
Dr. Harkins considers himself to
of the John M. Nail Outstanding
be “the MUS system’s only three-time
Teaching Award.
winner.” He first taught at MUS from
Fellow English instructor
1968-70, leaving to complete his M.A.
Elizabeth Crosby said, “Flip
thesis and to work on a doctorate in
inspires me as a teacher in his daily
history at Memphis State University
devotion to the individual student.
Dr. John Harkins and Flip Eikner
(now the University of Memphis). He
He keeps his office door propped open
returned to MUS to fill a leave of absence in 1974-75 “and
all day, making it comfortable for students to drop by for
would joyfully have stayed, had conditions permitted,”
extra help. When not teaching class, Flip can almost always
according to Harkins. He rejoined the faculty in 1986 after
be found at his desk, patiently explaining something or going
serving as the Memphis/Shelby County archivist from
back over something with one of his students.”
1979-85. Since returning, he has taught World History,
An avid participant in theatrical productions while
European History, and United States History at both the
a student at MUS, Eikner remained a fixture of the MUS
regular and Advanced Placement levels. Since 1992, he has
theater program through the spring of 2008, when he opted
been the Ross McCain Lynn Instructor in History and has
to exit (stage left) from that role to pursue other interests.
chaired the school’s History and Social Studies Department.
Together with Andy Saunders, he has been responsible for
Although 2007-08 was his last year to teach full time, he will
the direction, production, staging, and/or technical aspects of
serve one year as MUS writer-in-residence and will continue
numerous MUST C productions including (but certainly not
working as school archivist and historian.
limited to) Into the Woods, Once Upon a Mattress, Oklahoma!,
Patrick McCarroll ’92, former MUS history instructor,
Pippin, and The Fantasticks. In addition, he has served as
said of his mentor, “John is a rare jewel. MUS students –
stage-presence coach to the school’s a cappella group, Beg To
past and present – have been fortunate to have shared in
Differ. Saunders said, “Any attempt by me to characterize,
the brilliance produced by his facets. He is a historian,
in a sentence or two, Flip’s work in MUS theater would
teacher, and friend.”
not do that work justice. I would simply create a list of
Harkins is the author of The MUS Century Book, as well
platitudes. His contributions transcend my feeble powers of
as Metropolis of the American Nile: An Illustrated History of
description.”
Memphis and Shelby County, The New Orleans Cabildo: Colonial
Eikner has also served the school as a member of the
Louisiana’s First City Government, 1769-1803, and Historic
Doors to New Opportunities Task Force 2001 Strategic Plan
Shelby County. He has also written a “Best of Memphis
Committee, the Strategic Plan 2004-05 Academics SubHistory” column for The Best Times newspaper since 2004.
Committee, and Physical Facilities Committee.
Harkins has served as president of the West Tennessee
Eikner received a B.A. from the University of Virginia
Historical Society, on the Shelby County Historical
in 1981. He and his wife, Kim Justis, are the parents of a
Commission, on the Tennessee Historical Commission,
nine-year-old son, Brooks, and a four-year-old daughter,
and on the Tennessee Public Records Commission. He has
Nora James.

A Quarter Century of Service
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Remember When

What’s
Going on
Backstage?

No one expected me to make straight
A’s – not even A’s and B’s, and who was I
to argue? I certainly wasn’t going to prove
them wrong. No, I was going to channel
my energies toward whatever made people laugh or
applaud. Yeah, what a ham. What I didn’t realize was
that I was creating what would become my fondest
memories of my time at MUS – memories that would
carry me into a special connection with the school
through summer alumni theater for years. I learned
much and made lifelong friends and memories.
It was the spring of 1975 (my senior year), and the
annual spring musical was Annie Get Your Gun. George
Elder had brought MUS to the height of theatrical
success and was, to our delight, once again our director.
I had worked with him on other productions and
learned early on that his vision reached far past my
limited understanding. Why, then, would I question
his suggestion that Chief Sitting Bull carry with him
a machete? It didn’t make sense, but it really didn’t
matter. All I knew: it was funny.
It was during rehearsal one fine spring afternoon
that Mr. Elder sent me to his nearby apartment to fetch
his machete. “Here is my key, KK. It’s apartment xyz,
and the machete is in the bedroom closet.”
“Sure thing, Big George!” And off I went.
Isn’t it true that there seem to be more things to
slow you down when you’re in the biggest hurry? Well,
I found xyz quickly enough, but I had the hardest
time unlocking the door. I mean I pulled and pushed,
shimmied and jimmied that thing for about 10 minutes
before it finally gave way. I ran into the apartment,
found the bedroom and closet, and searched for
the machete. Of course, it wasn’t there. I frantically
searched the whole place for it before I finally gave up
and thought Big George had just played one of his
weird jokes on me.
As I ran out of the apartment to my car, some lady
began screaming at me, “You stay right there!
I saw what you did! I’ve called the police! Don’t you
move!” Sure enough, while she kept giving me the
old Margaret Hamilton/Almira Gulch finger wag, the
police arrived.
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by Kevin Kenny ’75

Sitting Bull, a.k.a. Kevin Kenny in 1975

They asked me all of the questions one would expect
and seemed to genuinely believe my story about needing to
grab a friend’s machete for play practice. Sure, I had to show
them how hard it really was to unlock the door, but it finally
gave way again just as Mr. Elder drove up. I guess I was gone
too long, and he thought something could be wrong.
“KK, what in the world are you doing here? Oh hello,
officer. Hello, Mrs. Kravitz.”

“This is where you sent me – apartment xyz!”
on before running. Lucky for some Lower School crew
“But didn’t I tell you Building C?”
members, they got an early education.
No, he didn’t. I was at Building B and was quite
Poor Jill. This wasn’t the first time she had wardrobe
proud of the way I was able to negotiate that cheap door
problems. The previous fall, we staged You Can’t Take
lock. But I was relieved. The police left, laughing. Nurse
It With You, in which she played my character’s grandRatched was back in her cage. And I was glad I didn’t have
daughter (quite a stretch). She was supposed to change
to ask Mr. Elder about some things I saw in that closet.
into a blue dress before one of her entrances. This was
On opening night, about 30 minutes before curtain,
important, as she was to enter with, “Here I am, a vision
someone yelled from upstairs, “We’re out of caps!” Well,
in blue.” Well, she couldn’t find the dress, threw on a
that was a problem – can’t have Keith Barksdale ’75
white coat, and ran upstairs. We were in what seemed
and Jill Jemison in a shootin’ contest without firing caps.
to be our second hour of ad-libbing when she burst in,
Of course, I just loved going off to fetch things, so I
tripped on the scenery steps, fell flat on her face and
volunteered to run to the store. I had already finished my
exclaimed, “Here I am, a vision in black and blue!”
makeup and such.
Absolutely brilliant.
Now, Alex Seagle ’75 couldn’t resist the chance to
Finally, I didn’t know him at the time, but there was
drive a fast car (or, at least, to drive a car fast), so he said
a certain trombone player in the orchestra of Annie Get
he’d drive. Then, Jimi Overbey ’75 wanted to tag along:
Your Gun who later became a good friend and fellow
“I’ve got a late entrance anyway. Let’s go!”
thespian. He didn’t attend MUS then, but rumor has
It wouldn’t have taken 15 minutes to get to the store
it that he became hooked on MUS theater during that
if the train hadn’t held us up (oh no, that underpass at
show. Shortly after, Phillip Eikner ’77 came to MUS
Ridgeway wasn’t even in the planning stage yet). There
and began what we now know to be an unbelievably
we were – Kenny, Seagle, and Overbey, fully made-up
successful run as actor, director, teacher, and mentor. He
and costumed-out as Chief Sitting Bull, Buffalo Bill
took the excellence and legacies of [Leigh] MacQueen,
Cody, and Pawnee Bill, running through the store looking
Elder, and [Andy] Saunders and created his own, new
for bullets. “Security, aisle three!”
excellence in theater at MUS.
Actually, security was very helpful.
Thanks, Flip.
I didn’t even have to unsheathe my
It’s strange that I don’t
machete. We arrived back just as
remember as much about actual
the orchestra was wrapping up the
performing as I do about the
overture. Piece of cake.
other things that happened
Something else happened that
before, after, and (especially)
night. Long before Janet Jackson
during a show. Even now, while
shocked us with her “wardrobe
watching a play, I’ll wonder
malfunction” at the Super Bowl, we
what’s going on backstage (there’s
Kevin Kenny ’75 enjoyed all
had our own shocker. Jill Jemison
always something) and how they’ll
aspects of the theater and music
(Annie) had many costume changes
manage through, no matter what.
programs during his six years at
– so many that she had to use the
As the finale goes in Annie Get
MUS. He attended Texas Christian
electrical closet just off-stage for a
Your Gun, “there’s no business
University before returning home
quick change room rather than the
like show business,” and there’s
to enter the family business.
usual run downstairs. We still don’t
certainly no school like Memphis
Kenny is owner and president
know who was ultimately responUniversity School. MUS gave,
of Kenny Floor Covering, Inc.,
sible, but one of the outfits wasn’t
and continues to give, endless
a commercial floor-covering
in the closet that night. Lucky for
opportunities for students and
contracting business started by his
grandfather in 1930. He loves golf,
Jill, she had just barely enough time
teachers to discover their gifts and
fly fishing, and playing the piano.
to run downstairs for the costume.
talents. I took advantage of those
He lives in Memphis with his wife,
Unlucky for Jill, she didn’t have
opportunities, and I still love the
Susan, and their son, David.
time to put her old costume back
theater and performing arts today.
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The Healthy Skeptic
Robert Davis
by Gaye Swan

Robert Davis ’82
has been a health
journalist for 20 years.
An article in the Winter
1999–2000 issue of
MUS Today described his experiences as the
executive producer of the PBS series HealthWeek.
Since the series ended five years ago, he has been
a very busy man. For several years, he was a
health columnist for both The Wall Street Journal
and WebMD, and he recently started a business
called Everwell, which creates and distributes
consumer health television programming
through doctors as well as the Internet. He is
also an adjunct professor at Emory University’s
Rollins School of Public Health. Now, he adds
the title of “author” to his list of accomplishments. His first book, The Healthy Skeptic,
was published in the spring.
“The book is basically a guide on how to
make sense of the cacophony of health information and advice we get every day,” Davis said.
“It digs into the science and debunks widely
promoted myths and misconceptions about a
variety of issues, including cholesterol, sunscreen,
superfoods, weight loss, vitamins, disease
screening, harmful chemicals, and anti-aging
remedies. By exposing who is spinning us (often
in ways we don’t even realize) and what their
motives are, the book aims to help consumers
figure our what to believe and what to ignore.”
Davis decided to write the book after years
of hearing the same remarks from viewers,
readers and his own family and friends,
expressing confusion over all the contradictory
health information out there. From his own
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Back Where it all Began!

From the 1982 yearbook, Robert Davis, editor of the
school newspaper, discusses an Owl's Hoot issue
with faculty advisor Norman Thompson.

experience, he saw health information deliberately
distorted by health promoters to fit an agenda.
“In writing the book, I wanted to help readers
think more critically about what they see and
hear,” he said.
His interest in public health dates back to
college, and he has always enjoyed television,
journalism, and writing. Over the years, he has
reported on and produced television stories on a
wide array of health issues. He says the book is an
outgrowth of that work, especially his column for
The Wall Street Journal, which cast a skeptical eye
on claims for health-related products and services.
His MUS years were a big factor in his
success today. In the acknowledgement section
of the book, he thanks his MUS English teachers
Lin Askew, Jim Russell, Terry Shelton, and
Norman Thompson, whom he calls “the best
in the business” for “nurturing my love of
language, teaching me how to write, and giving
me the confidence to do it for a living.”
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Send news to your class representative listed below or to Claire Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org
’58 Class Rep Needed..........contact claire.farmer@musowls.org
’59 Goodloe Early...........................................gearly2@aol.com
’60 Met Crump............................... metcrump@crumpfirm.com
Alex Wellford................................... wellford@comcast.net
’61 Scott May............................................sfmay@bellsouth.net
’62 Jerry Bradfield..................................... jbradfi293@aol.com
’63 Doug Ferris.....................................dferris@ffcfuelcells.com
’64 Bill Quinlen........................................... wlq1975@aol.com
’65 Rick Miller........................................... rmiller634@aol.com
’66 Chuck Smith..................................... duckhead50@aol.com
’67 John Pettey....................... john.pettey@morgankeegan.com
’68 Bill Ferguson................................................. 901-278-6868
’69 Scott Wellford.....................................swellford@juno.com
’70 Warren Ayres.................................. wwayres@bellsouth.net
’71 Phil Wiygul................................... philwiygul@earthlink.net
’72 Denby Brandon......... denbybrandon@brandonplanning.com
’73 Cecil Humphreys....................... chumphreys@glankler.com
Wise Jones.....................................wise.jones@regions.com
’74 John Dillon.............................................jdillon@orgill.com
Mark Ruleman........................ mark@wealthsolutionsllc.net
’75 Lee Marshall................... lee.marshall@jordancompany.com
’76 Lane Carrick .............................lane@sovereignwealth.com
’77 Bruce Moore............................... jmoore1977@comcast.net
’78 Joe Morrison.......................morrisonmemphis@comcast.net
’79 Fleet Abston...................................... fnabston@comcast.net
’80 George Skouteris.............................. skouterislaw@aol.com
’81 Rob Hussey......................................rjhussey3@comcast.net
’82 John Dunavant...................... john.dunavant@dunavant.com
’83 Jim Burnett........................jim.burnett@morgankeegan.com
’84 Bob McEwan................ robert.mcewan@morgankeegan.com
’85 John Apperson................................ japperson@centllc.com
Craig Witt...................................... craighwitt@hotmail.com
’86 Andy McArtor........................................andy@mcartor.com
Gavin Murrey.................gavin.murrey@morgankeegan.com
’87 Jonny Ballinger....................... jonnyballinger@hotmail.com
Bo Brooksbank.......................... boandalanna@bellsouth.net

’60
Retired from his own veterinarian
practice, Franklin Alley travels each
Monday from Nashville to Waverly,
Tennessee, to assist a friend with his
practice. Asked about his grandchildren,
Franklin responded that he and Jeannie
have four and a half.
Following a hip replacement operation,
John Bondurant has visions of hitting
winners from all over the tennis court now.
Our condolences go out to Richard
Brumfield on the death of his mother,
who was also Colonel Lynn’s cousin.
In March, Camille and William
Gotten visited their son, Will ’90, in
Brussels, where he is stationed after a
tour of duty in Japan. They prepared for
the trip by watching the movie In Bruges,
which juxtaposes scenes of that beautiful
and idyllic town with the expressive faces
of three harsh, but quaint killers.

’88
’89
’90
’91
’92
’93
’94
’95
’96
’97
’98
’99
’00
’01
’02
’03
’04
’05
’06
’07

Fred Schaeffer.......................fschaeffer@memphis.nefn.com
Scott Sherman....................scott.sherman@ftnfinancial.com
Philip Wunderlich....................... pwunder@wundernet.com
Darrell Cobbins.......................... dcobb1911@bellsouth.net
Brett Grinder.............................bgrinder@grindertaber.com
Brandon Westbrook............ brandon.westbrook@gmail.com
Thomas Quinlen .....................thomas.quinlen@ipaper.com
Gil Uhlhorn.................................. guhlhorn@bassberry.com
Kirby May....................................... kirbymay@hotmail.com
Jason Whitmore....................... avalanchez66@hotmail.com
Gideon Scoggin................... glscoggin@banktennessee.com
Will Thompson.......................... wthompson@nfcinvest.com
Nelson Cannon........................nelsoncannon@hotmail.com
Robert Dow........................................mail@robertdow.com
Trey Jones............................trey.jones@idcommodities.com
Erick Clifford...................................... eclifford@harbert.net
Don Drinkard ............................... don.drinkard@cbre.com
Chip Campbell . ........................chipcampbell3@gmail.com
Norfleet Thompson.......................... nthomps9@utmem.edu
Michael Liverance................. liverance.michael@gmail.com
Ryan Miller...................................ryan@gullanecapital.com
Harrison Ford............................. harrisonmford@gmail.com
Daniel McDonell ............................ dmcdonell@gmail.com
Frank Langston................................... flangston@gmail.com
Will Saxton............................................ wsaxton@uark.edu
Jamie Drinan................................james.drinan@gmail.com
Randall Holcomb...................... rholcomb@lennyscorp.com
Elliot Embry.................................... elliotembry@gmail.com
Harris Jordan.......................................... ajorda12@utk.edu
Kane Alber.......................................... kralber@olemiss.edu
Sam Sawyer................................... shsawyer@mail.smu.edu
Sam Coates . .......................................... spc1430@aol.com
Chad Hazlehurst..................................... chazlehu@utk.edu
West Askew.....................................skew588@hotmail.com
Blake Cowan............................................jcowan1@utk.edu

Phillip Patterson discussed the
influence Gene Thorn had on his life
when he worked with Mr. Thorn as a
manager for various MUS sports teams.
He also recalled being surprised to learn
that Mr. Thorn was an aviation navigator
during the Korean War. Phillip and his
wife, Theresa, have an aviation business
in Tullahoma, Tennessee, operating five
planes. On Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, he sees ophthalmology patients.
Phillip’s four sons are all pilots – Craig
and Alan in the Navy, Phillip, Jr. with
Raytheon, and Joseph as a military advisor
in Afghanistan. His two daughters are not
pilots, but he commented that they are
excellent marksmen.
Gene Stansel recently retired from
Staple Cotton Cooperative Association,
and his wife, Jere, retired from teaching
school. They have enjoyed taking one
grandchild at a time on a special trip each
year. When Jere was still teaching high
school English, she and Gene escorted
various students to Great Britain each year,
focusing on places connected with English

literature. The itinerary included plays at
theatres in London, treks to Canterbury,
sightseeing at C. S. Lewis haunts at Oxford
and Cambridge, and visits to their favorite
places in Scotland.
This spring, Ferrell Varner won what
has been described as the equivalent of the
Memphis Country Club men’s doubles
golf championship, called by golfers the
“Cary Middlecoff Four Ball.” Friends
have prohibited him from discussing the
victory, claiming that they were afraid he
would describe each shot in the six matches
they won. His partner, Walter Bross, said,
“Worse teams have won the event.”
Having weathered a couple of instances
in mixed doubles matches in which the
husband was on the receiving end of
a death threat by his wife, Karen and
Alex Wellford were pleased to receive
a certificate from the USTA about their
being ranked 15th in the nation in the
husband-wife doubles division. Most of the
younger and stronger husband-wife players
must have sense enough not to play in a
national tournament together.
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Following the death of Christian
Brothers University president Vincent
Malham, Willis Willey presided at the
CBU graduation, using excerpts from
remarks previously prepared by Brother
Malham for the occasion. As chairman
of the board of trustees, Willis also gave
a stirring eulogy at Brother Malham’s
funeral.

’62
The Class of 1962 had a great evening
at the St. Mary’s reunion Friday night
dance party in April. It was like old times,
except that 40-odd years and umpteen
children and grandchildren had intervened. It was great fun catching up on our
life stories. In fact, there was so much to
talk about, we almost couldn’t take it all

Marriages
Elmer Stout ’73 to Mary Katherine
Hovious on March 8, 2008
Kelly Ensor ’95 to Emily Waller
on April 12, 2008
Michael Morgan ’98 to
Anne-Morgan Brookfield on
April 26, 2008
Brad Wiedman ’98 to Danika
Roj on March 29, 2008
McKee Humphreys ’01 to
Courtney Taylor on May 3, 2008
Gene Bledsoe ’02 to Anne
McGhee on April 19, 2008

Births
Eleanor and Bubba Halliday ’82,
a daughter, Elizabeth Eleanor,
on January 4, 2008
Gayle and Tom Higley ’82, twin
sons, Parker and Spencer, on
March 27, 2008
Alanna and Bo Brooksbank ’87,
a son, Bennett Lambert, on
April 12, 2008
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in. One of the girls brought her ’60s CDs,
and we danced all night. Nice we can
still do it. Canon and Jamie [Clay] Hall
supplied the location, food, and libations.
They were all superlative as usual. They
are thinking about renting their house
out for future reunions! The evening was
perfect, and we sat outdoors in the pleasant
courtyard with the music playing in the
background. Plans were made to visit each
other on the East or West Coast if our
travels take us there one day. Meanwhile,
we’ll look forward to another get-together
with the girls next year, perhaps, or the
locals even sooner. We also want to plan
another official MUS party this year since
we had such a great time last September at
our own reunion.
Philip Crump and Dan Copp both
sent their regrets due to the distance
involved. Philip was especially dismayed
and wanted to know all about the event as
well as see the pictures. Due to the digital
revolution, we have a bunch to send.

Nat Ellis has sent word that he enjoyed
“catching up on all those St. Mary’s girls
[he’d] missed out on knowing during the
’60s.”
James Garner put us on his mailing list
called “By the Numbers,” with up-to-date
information about the stock market and
other current economic indicators. It is
quite interesting, and I’m sure he’d be glad
to add you to the list. You can e-mail him
at james@garnerfinancial.com.
Fred Smith was recognized among
the best chief executives by Institutional
Investor magazine.

’63
Frank Crump was elected chairman of
the board of directors of Trezevant Manor
for 2007-08.

Liz and Bill Smith ’88, a daughter,
Margaret “Maisie” Anne, on
May 3, 2008

Elizabeth and Worth Jones ’96,
a son, Bennett Sprunt, on
March 17, 2008

Anne and Patrick McCarroll ’92,
a son, Miles McLaughlin, on
April 23, 2008

Stephanie and Matthew Cady ’97,
a son, Austin Matthew, on
February 20, 2008

Candace and Jim Echols ’94,
a son, Robert “Bo” Towne,
on February 12, 2008

Anna and Ben Wunderlich ’97,
a son, Paul “Alex” Alexander,
on February 7, 2008

Kim and Wes McCluney ’94,
a son, Wesley “Hill” Hillman II,
on January 19, 2008

Kimberly and Kevin Bohannon ’98,
a daughter, Rheagan Dora, on
May 8, 2008

Alysson and Spencer Reese ’94,
a daughter, Poppy Cordelia,
on February 7, 2008

Melissa and Matt Saenger ’98,
a son, Matthew Thompson, on
February 20, 2008

Lizzie and Jason Saenger ’94,
a daughter, Christian “Liza”
Elizabeth, on February 13, 2008

Molly and Hunter Witherington ’98,
a daughter, Katherine Alexander,
on February 8, 2008

Gillian and Andy Crippen ’95,
a son, Samuel David, on
April 7, 2008

Devon and Mac McFarland ’99,
a son, Mac Beeson, on
February 6, 2008

Lauren and Ben Keras ’95, twin
daughters, Nellie Kathryn and Jane
Eleanor, on February 10, 2008

Deaths
Scott Patterson ’81

Leaders Building Leaders

Alumni Network With Leaders in Memphis
by Rachel Krantz, Director of the Annual Fund
Leaders Building Leaders,
a D. Eugene Thorn Society Emerging
Leaders networking event, united
27 influential people in the
MUS community with more than
30 members of the Emerging Leaders
group. The event was held on
April 29 at the Memphis Hunt
and Polo Club.
More than 70 percent of MUS
alumni return to Memphis after
college and have a remarkable
impact professionally and philanthropically in the local community. The Leaders Building
Leaders event provided access and networking opportunities
for both groups of supporters to gain contacts and connect
with MUS alumni. Chip Campbell ’99 said, “It was a firstclass event with leaders from a variety of industries who
seemed very interested in meeting and getting to know all
of the people at the event.” Neely Mallory ’76, president
of Mallory Alexander International Logistics, described the
evening as “a good way to network within a group with
common roots.”
The Emerging Leaders program was created through the leadership of
Earl Blankenship, 2006-08 Thorn Society president. Social and informational
programs are held throughout the year for alumni from the 15 most recent
graduating classes. For further information, visit www.musowls.org/supportmus/
givingsocieties.html#emerging. To receive information on upcoming events,
send your current e-mail address to claire.farmer@musowls.org.

Top to bottom: Tread Thompson ’01,
Bobby Alston, Darrell Cobbins ’91;
Hunter Witherington ’98,
Jim Echols ’94, Allen Morgan ’60;
Kelly Ensor ’95, Joe Morrison ’78;
Justin Grinder ’97, Brett Grinder ’91,
David Bradford ’95, Bob Loeb ’73

Earl Blankenship Surprised
With Honorary Alumnus Award

by Vicki Tyler

As president of the D. Eugene Thorn Society, Earl Blankenship
went to a lot of MUS receptions honoring others who help make a difference
at MUS. But, on April 3 at a Thorn Society event at the Memphis Hunt and
Polo Club, Headmaster Ellis Haguewood surprised Blankenship by
naming him an Honorary Alumnus.
“He has been a phenomenal leader for us,” said Haguewood. “His
vision in establishing the Thorn Society’s Emerging Leaders shows how MUS
Trow Gillespie, Earl Blankenship,
alumni can equip a new generation of leaders for MUS and Memphis.”
and Ellis Haguewood
Blankenship was a founding member of the Thorn Society in 1996 and
has been its president since 2006. He also held leadership positions on the steering committees for both the
Doors to New Opportunities Campaign, raising more than $21 million, and the Multi-Sports Complex.
He is president and CEO of Mercury Investment Management and served on the boards of the Junior League
of Memphis, Goals for Memphis, Leadership Institute of Memphis, Crichton College, ArtsMemphis, and Presbyterian Day School. He and his wife, Kim, have two sons, Brent ’01 and Preston ’03, and a daughter, Elizabeth.
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Getting Fit Pays Off
by Julia Chesney

The CBS Early Show recently featured Chuck Smith’s ’66 company,
National Guard Products, in a televised segment called “Getting Paid for
Downsizing.” The morning news show
highlighted the company for its efforts
to get its employees moving and losing
weight – to improve workers’ health,
to lower health insurance costs, and to manage turnover.
In the clip, CBS reporter Dave Price asked National Guard Products
employees, some of whom have lost 50-70 pounds, their secrets to weight
loss. Their answers: walking, joining the Y, drinking more water, and eating
more fruits and vegetables. When asked by Price why National Guard
Products pays its employees to lose weight, Smith said, “because it’s a great
deal for the employees, it helps us with health care costs and absenteeism,
and it’s a great package for us.”
Since 1935, National Guard Products has been manufacturing weather
stripping and threshold products. Founded in Memphis by Smith’s father,
Charles F. Smith, Sr., National Guard Products focuses mainly on residential
window and door products.

’65
Casey Bowlin was elected to the board
of Trezevant Manor for 2007-08.

’66
Three years ago, Stephen Crump and
his wife, Beth, moved from Midtown
Memphis to the outskirts of Somerville,
Tennessee. They enjoy the peaceful
surroundings and are putting their stamp
on a 40-year-old ranch house. Stephen’s
new studio at the edge of the woods was
completed in summer of 2006, and it’s an
inspiring place to create his furniture and
sculptures. The drive into Memphis for a
taste of city life goes quickly.

’67
Mark Halperin was named
Commercial Broker of the Year at the
2007 Pinnacle Awards.
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Walter Sprunt’s daughter, Elizabeth
(wife of Worth Jones ’96), made him the
proud grandfather of another grandson.
This one, Bennett Sprunt Jones, was born
on St. Patrick’s Day.

’68
Bruce Hopkins is on the board of the
Leadership Academy.
Bayard Snowden was elected to the
board of Trezevant Manor for 2007-08.
Cary Whitehead received a 2007
Pinnacle Award as one of the highest
producing commercial real estate brokers
in the Memphis area.

’70
First, a big thank you to Hunter
Humphreys for being our class rep for
too many years, I mean for so many years.
Hunter was named chair of the real estate
practice group for Glankler Brown, PLLC.
Also congrats to Marion and Hunter
on becoming grandparents to

R.H. Humphreys III (son of Liz and
Hunter, Jr. ’98). His other son, McKee ’01,
got married in May to Courtney Taylor.
Not to be outdone, Steve Bledsoe’s
son, Gene ’02, got married in Charlotte on
April 19 to Anne McGhee, whom he met
at the University of Georgia.
How about six grandchildren for Herb
Davis? He and his wife, Sherrie, live in
Collierville, and he is a partner in SmithBerclair Insurance.
Wakefield Gordon is a captain with
Pinnacle Airlines and continues to work on
his retirement fund every week by playing
Lotto.
Ben Harrison has not lost his law
license yet and lives in Nashville.
Great to hear from David Stewart, who
is in Washington, D.C., doing database
management and fundraising, particularly
for the National Republican Congressional
Committee (Wow, do not answer his call!)
The only Olympian MUS has ever
had, Mac Cone, travelled to Brazil this
past summer with the Canadian equestrian team and won the silver medal.
This qualifies the team for the Summer
Olympics in China. Good luck, Mac!
Please e-mail me at wwayres@bellsouth.net
and let me know what the best class MUS
ever had is doing.

’72
Chris Eilertsen is working on an
exciting project for Zero Pollution Motors
out of New York. It deals with automobiles
that are powered by compressed air and
are totally environmentally friendly.
They are already being produced in India.
For more information on this exciting,
environmentally sound project, visit
www.zeropollutionmotors.us.
Chuck Farmer was lost, but now he’s
found. He lives in Knoxville with his
wife, Mary Nell. They have four children.
Chuck is a business and estate planning
specialist for Branch Banking & Trust
Company in Knoxville.
John Heflin was named a Mid-South
Super Lawyer for 2007 and a “mover
and shaker” in business litigation in the
Spring 2008 edition of Memphis Business
Quarterly. He is a partner in the law
firm Bourland Heflin Alvarez Minor &
Matthews, PLC.

Local Students Honored with
MUS ALUMNI Book Awards
by Danny Kahalley, Director of Admissions

MUS alumni honored six area elementary- and middle-school
students with the MUS Alumni Book Award at the end of the 2007-08
school year. Given to encourage scholarship and integrity consistent
with MUS’s motto, Veritas Honorque (Truth and Honor), the award
recognizes students who have
demonstrated academic excellence, high moral character, and
leadership potential.
Each award winner received
a personalized copy of a classic
book and an engraved MUS
medal, and a gift of $100 was
donated to each student’s
school library in the recipient’s
honor. Students from Bornblum
Solomon Schechter School,
Christ Methodist Day School,
John Hamilton ’98 presented the award to
Grace-St. Luke’s Episcopal School,
Andrew Shelton at Christ Methodist Day School.
New Hope Christian Academy,
Presbyterian Day School, and
Woodland Presbyterian School
received MUS Alumni Book Awards
this year.

Matthew Filderman at
Bornblum Solomon Schechter School
received the award from Ben Pelz ’08.

Brandon Westbrook ’92 presented
the award to Grant Hechinger
at Grace-St. Luke’s Episcopal School.

At Woodland Presbyterian School,
Craig Christenbury ’83 gave the award
to Zach Stavropoulos.

Emerick Lester at New Hope Christian
Academy received his award from
Lou Arrindell ’99.

At Presbyterian Day School,
Jonny Ballinger ’87 gave the
MUS Alumni Book Award to Pierce Rose.
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’73
Kip Caffey recently visited Memphis
to celebrate his dad’s 82nd birthday. Some
classmates dropped by The Grove Grill
to catch up with him. His legs do look as
good as the picture in the article from the
December 2007 MUS Today.
We have three pastors from the class of
1973 – Larry Hayward, Tom Slawson,
and Kirby Williams. God bless you guys.
You are saving our souls and improving
our reputation!
Keith Ingram is running for a seat
in the Arkansas House, District 53. Bill
Clinton was not available to run both his
campaign and Hillary’s, but sends his
support.
Buck Lewis was sworn in as Tennessee
Bar Association president in June on Friday
the 13th! Could that be an omen?
Bob Loeb is the new chairman of
the MUS Board of Trustees and has
challenged us all to become Thorn Society
contributors as opposed to thorns to
society.
Elmer Stout recently married the lovely
Mary Katherine Hovious at First Presbyterian Church in Oxford, Mississippi.
Elmer’s children, Megan, William, and
Carol, served as attendants. As an attorney,
Mary Katherine will represent any adverse
claims for those who fall victim to Elmer’s
golf handicap.

Stay informed...

Be sure to give us
your current e-mail
address so you don’t
miss any e-invitations
or updates on events.
Just go to our Web site,
www.musowls.org,
and click on
this symbol
at the
bottom
of the page.
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’74
Ben Adams was elected to the board of
the Boys & Girls Clubs of Memphis.
Hunter Fleming is an architect with
ADI Collaborative, LLC in Memphis.

’76
In May, Lane Carrick, chairman and
CEO of Sovereign Wealth Management,
Inc., was a guest on CNBC’s Power Lunch.
Lane gave insight into alternative investments and the value of building an institutional-level portfolio to create stability
during volatile markets.

’77
Booth Outlan graduated from
the University of Memphis Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law in December
2007. He took and passed the February
2008 Tennessee bar exam and was
sworn in and admitted to the bar earlier
this summer. He is currently seeking
employment and hopes to practice
business/transactional law.

’78
Shortly after graduating from UT
Knoxville in 1982 with a major in German
language, Dan Higley relocated to
Germany. After some back and forth, he
settled outside of Frankfurt with his wife,
Anne, in 1991 and has lived there since.
They work as independent contractors
in computer consulting, which affords
them ample opportunity for extensive
international travel. Dan is fluent in many
European languages, and is currently
living in China, working on learning
Chinese in order to expand his consulting
business into that country.
Sam Sheddan is in Memphis working
for Smith Imports.
David Stinson is an obstetrician/
gynecologist with Memphis Mid-South
Ob/Gyn Alliance.

’79
Did you catch the George Lapides
broadcast on April 4? He interviewed
Henry Caldwell. According to a pre-game
article in The Roanoke Times, “Henry
Caldwell doesn’t think there’s anything
wrong with a Tennessee fan jumping on
the Memphis bandwagon. After all, he is
a Memphis graduate. Caldwell, founder
and proprietor of Henry’s Memphis BBQ
in Roanoke and Salem, pledged to give
out free barbecue sandwiches between
4-5:00 p.m. Tuesday if the Tigers had won
the NCAA Division I men’s basketball
championship.” Unfortunately for the
Tigers, Henry saved a lot of money.
Stuart McGehee was named to the
board of directors of the Memphis Center
City Commission.
Jeff Peters and his wife, Julie, live
in Charlotte, North Carolina, and just
opened their 19th Party City retail
store. Their daughter, Ellison (a rising
sophomore), and twin sons, Agee and
Gannon (rising kindergarteners), will
attend Charlotte Latin School, where
former MUS faculty member C.W. Stacks
coaches and teaches. Jeff recently sailed
the British Virgin Islands on a catamaran
with a group including fellow alumni Bob
McEwan ’84, Hopie Brooks ’80, and
George Skouteris ’80.
John Walt reflects, “Home for 10 years
has been Greensboro, North Carolina.
North Carolina is a great fit, as we enjoy
the mountains and the coast. However,
duck hunting the eastern flyway is
nothing like the Arkansas flyway. Laura,
my sweetheart from Vandy days, and I
have seven children ranging in age from
one-and-a-half to 21. The oldest is at Elon
University and loves it. My second will
begin at Appalachian State University after
he spends the fall in India caring for the
destitute and dying…that will be an eyeopener! I am a builder/developer. Business
in Greensboro remains strong, thanks
to the new FedEx hub and many other
recent developments. Keeping up with
seven children and all the opportunities
and challenges they provide keep us on
our knees. Thankfully, we have a big God.
We are grateful and are enjoying each day!
I continue to cheer on the Owls and my
nephew Walt Wepfer ’09 from afar. Any
classmates in the area are welcome to stop
in.”
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’80
Allen Battle was first cast and trained
as an actor by his teacher Andy Saunders.
He is having some success with his voiceover and on-camera acting. Allen was cast
in speaking roles in both Nothing But the
Truth opposite David Schwimmer and
Kate Beckinsale, and in The Open Road
opposite Justin Timberlake.
Stop in at www.dsentertainment.com to look him
up under talent (40+) if you
want to see how he has aged,
and you could even hire him
if you have a project that he
can bring to life.
In March, Louis Jehl
accepted a new position as
chief financial officer of the
restaurant chain Smokey
Bones Barbeque & Grill
in Orlando, Florida. Jehl
joined Smokey Bones after
having served as CFO, executive vice
president, and treasurer of Carlisle Corp.,
a Memphis-based company that owns 99
Wendy’s restaurants. Lisa and Louis will
take turns commuting back and forth
between Orlando and Memphis for the
next year while Mathew ’09 finishes high
school at MUS.

’81
Lee Dillon lives in Destin, Florida,
where he is with Destin Appraisals.

’82
Charles Blatteis is chairman of the
Memphis International Business Council.
Chuck says, “Memphis is an international
city that doesn’t realize that it’s an international city.”
Longleaf Partners Fund, a mutual
fund managed by Southeastern Asset
Management, made Kiplinger’s Personal
Finance magazine’s list of the top 25 stock
and bond funds. The magazine wrote,
“Under Mason Hawkins and Staley Cates,
who head a team of nine analyst-managers,
Longleaf has returned an annualized 13
percent over the past 20 years to March
10, an average of two percentage points per

year better than Standard & Poor’s 500stock index.”
Scott Crosby was elected secretary
and treasurer of the board of directors of
Trezevant Manor for 2007-08.
Tom Higley completed his residency
in anesthesiology at UT Memorial in
Knoxville in June and began practicing in
Maryville, Tennessee. Tom and his wife,
Gayle, have four children, two boys and
two girls.

(From left) Emily Russell, Coach Jerry
Peters, and Kevin Russell ’81 visited
during the Gerald Snider Unsigned
Senior Showcase at Belhaven College
in Jackson, Mississippi, in late March.
Kevin is vice president for Advancement at Belhaven. Coach Peters and
Coach Matt Bakke had taken MUS
senior Kevin Gray to Belhaven for the
showcase, which provides an opportunity for student-athletes to display
their athletic abilities and make connections with area college coaches,
which could lead to a scholarship.
(Kevin Gray will attend Tusculum
College this fall.)

’83
Larry Lee and his wife, Cynthia, live
in Minneapolis with their two daughters,
Lydia and Lauren. Cynthia is an attorney
at the Minneapolis law firm of Lindquist
& Vennum, and Larry is medical director
of transparency and designation programs
for UnitedHealth Networks.
Memphis Business Quarterly named
Brian Sullivan among the “movers and
shakers” in the marketing and public
relations industry in Memphis in its winter
2008 issue. Brian was also elected to the
board of Beale Street Caravan. With more
than 2.4 million listeners per week, this
Memphis-produced show is the most
widely distributed blues radio program in
the world.

’84
Doug Pyne moved to Cincinnati,
Ohio, where he is senior counsel for
Macy’s, Inc.

’85
Hudson Adams is technical director
for The Westminster Schools in Atlanta,
where he lives with his daughters, Hannah
Rose (11) and Arden (4). He also recently
directed a one-act production of The
Importance of Being Earnest.
Andrew Babian lives in Memphis,
working with Doug Sims ’83 for Apley,
Inc., an IT consulting group. Andrew,
who earned his bachelor’s degree in
electrical engineering at Christian Brothers
University and his master’s degree at the
University of Memphis, has kept a blog on
the Web longer than the term “blog” has
existed. Keep up with Andy by logging on
to www.ababian.com.
Johnny Barringer is a partner at
Nashville law firm Manier & Herod,
specializing in workers’ compensation
and Medicare set asides. He says he has
been drawing on his MUS experiences
with coaches Jake Rudolph and Bobby
Alston while coaching his son, Jonathan,
in football this year. Johnny and his wife,
Laurie, also have a daughter, Carly.
Will Boyd is manager of research
analysis for Mexico merchandising at
AutoZone, where he has worked for 14
years. He and his wife, Trish, live in
Germantown with their four children who
are involved in such endeavors as acting,
swimming, and soccer, a sport which Will
has recently begun coaching.
Greg Busby is part-owner of MidAmerica Marketing, a commercial
plumbing company. He and his wife,
Jocelyn, live in Memphis with their two
sons, Henry (15) and Maxwell (10).
Todd Dudley moved to Fresno,
California, where he is the central valley
beer ranger for New Belgium Brewing
Company, maker of Fat Tire Amber Ale.
For any MUS alumni passing through Fort
Collins, Colorado, where New Belgium
is headquartered, Todd has generously
offered to arrange a brew tour.
Todd Eckler sends greetings from
Boston, where he lives with his wife of 15
years, Kristen, and their two boys, Andrew
and Trevor. Todd is a senior vice president
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in product management at Fidelity Investments. Todd writes that he enjoyed seeing
friendly MUS faces, including Loyal
Murphy ’86 and Bobby Alston, at an
MUS alumni event in Boston last summer.
Stephen Flagler is an employee
relations attorney in the Atlanta area. He
and wife, Christy, stay busy with the soccer
and golf activities of their two daughters,
Caroline (14) and Gabby (12).
Mike Greenlee is a partner at Smith
Frohwein Tempel Greenlee Blaha LLC, a
patent law firm in Atlanta. He and wife,
Kimberly, have three children: Phillip (9),
Preston (6), and Libby (3). He wishes he
had a few MUS “free periods” in his life
now, as job and family aren’t leaving time
for much else these days.
Allen Halliday is controller at
Lehman-Roberts Co. in Memphis. He and
Grace have two daughters, Caroline (5)
and Addie (3). A former starting pitcher
for the University of Tennessee baseball
team, Allen writes that he “thoroughly
enjoyed the Vols’ win over Memphis” in
men’s basketball when No. 2 Tennessee
knocked off the No. 1 Tigers on February
23, 2008, pushing the Big Orange to the
top of the polls. [Class rep’s note: UT lost
at Vanderbilt three days later.]
The Class of 1985 wishes to express
their condolences to Anthony Morrison
for the recent death of his stepfather,
Joseph Parker.
Drew Renshaw is a custom home
builder in Memphis. His son, Andrew ’13,
played outside linebacker for the MUS
seventh-grade team last season. Drew and
his family hope to serve for nine months
with Campus Crusade in China in the
near future.
Jeffrey Rowe is with First Tennessee,
where he is vice president of commercial
banking. He and his wife, Tori, have a
daughter, Blaney (1).
David Selberg is vice president of
finance at Poag & McEwen Lifestyle
Centers. He and his wife, Robin, live in
Germantown and have three children,
Davis (12), Mary Ragan (9), and Griffin
(5).
Jay Steed lives in Branson West,
Missouri, with his wife, Kim, daughter,
Alexandra (4), and son, Frank Joseph III
(3). As a developer and contractor, he is
building three projects on Table Rock Lake
in Missouri. Between work and hunting
trips to North Dakota, Jay has enjoyed the
chance to coach Alexandra’s soccer team.
Also, Jay and Kim have ownership in a
restaurant called Tequila’s.
Don Wiener is national account
manager at Automatic Data Processing in
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Memphis. He and his wife, Deidra, have a
daughter, Marilyn, in senior kindergarten
at Hutchison. Don recently retired as class
representative after several years of faithful
service alongside Dede Malmo.
Alex Williams and his wife, Cindy, are
busy expanding their business, Potsalot,
in post-Katrina New Orleans. He proudly
reports that his five-year-old son, Jordan,
has performed in the New Orleans Opera
production of Il Trittico.
Lifelong Owl Jay Williams, an
alumnus of Rice University, remains in
Houston, where he is an investment banker
with Constellation Energy. He moonlights
as co-founder of Company A Productions,
making full-length feature films, the latest
of which is Effin Sports Camp, expected
to be released soon. Jay is very involved
at St. Anne’s Catholic Church, volunteers
at Texas Children’s Hospital, and lives
in a townhouse with his Siberian Husky,
Tommy.
Mike Woodbury and his wife, Angela,
are living on a farm in Eads with their
daughters, Stephanie and Melanie, along
with five horses, 12 ducks, and four geese.
His dermatology practice has offices in
Bartlett and Collierville. On trips farther
out of town, Mike pilots his own Mooney
airplane.

’86
Paul Anderson has a new job as chief
operating officer of Centennial Partners,
LLC.
Grattan Brown dropped me a note to
let us know that he will join the theology
faculty at Belmont Abbey College in
Belmont, North Carolina (near Charlotte)
in fall 2008. Belmont Abbey College
is a small, Catholic, liberal arts college
founded by a Benedictine community in
1876. Visit www.belmontabbeycollege.
edu for more information. He says he
has enjoyed his four years teaching
moral theology at St. Charles Borromeo
Seminary in Philadelphia, and it has been a
privilege to contribute to the formation of
seminarians for the priesthood. Evidently,
Grattan and family are looking forward
to a new town, delicious barbeque, sweet
tea, Southern accents, and big magnolia
trees…something “Sarge” hasn’t enjoyed
since his rebel-rousing school days as a
guitar hero! For those classmates who still
struggle with your checkered past (hint:
’86 spring formal), and you’re looking for
someone to talk to…Grattan says NOT to
call him!

Jeff Hines has parlayed his printing
business expertise into being a partner
with Margin of Victory Partners, LLC, a
“complete turnkey operation for political
campaign mail.” If you are entertaining
any thoughts of running for office, you
might want to check out his site at www.
marginofvictory.com.
A year ago, Andy McArtor upgraded
to captain on the A-300 and A-310 series
of jets for FedEx and continues to instruct
in their Flight Training Department.
He recently took advantage of his routes
in order to share dinner and catch
up with Chad Parker and his family
down in Shreveport, Louisiana. Chad is
working hard at running his own waste
management business, Bulldog Waste.
When the “boss man” is not on the job,
he and his wife, Elise, are busy keeping
up with their highly talented and superathletic kids. Fortunately, “Uncle Andy” is
still promised good tickets to any Olympic
Games, Super Bowl, or World Series in
which the Parker kids find themselves
competing.
Mark Salky lives in Miami, Florida,
where he is a litigation lawyer for the 2007
Chambers Global Law Firm of the Year,
Greenberg Traurig. His information is
updated on the MUS Web site if you want
to drop him a line.
Brett Waddell works as a molecular
interaction analyst in the Hartwell Center
for Bioinformatics and Biotechnology
at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
(obviously he paid attention in Mr. [Jerry]
Omundson’s class). The Hartwell Center
is a core service facility that supports
the greater research community at St.
Jude with high-end instrumentation
and computing/data storage resources.
He reports that life is good in Midtown
Memphis with his wife, Rachel, and three
dogs.

’87
Christopher Donovan received his
J.D. from Indiana University in 2003 and
was admitted to the Tennessee bar. He has
continued to act in theater, finally gave
up smoking, and is unmarried. He moved
back to Memphis in April 2008.
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’89

’90

Lester Lee completed an advanced
radiology fellowship in cross-sectional
body imaging at the University of
California, San Francisco in June 2008.
He started a position as the director of a
new tele-radiology center in Menlo Park,
California, serving the Department of
Veterans Affairs. His wife, Angela, is a
pediatrician practicing in San Jose. Their
daughter, Kiran, was born in September
2007.
Adam Tooley moved back to Memphis
from Sarasota, Florida, to work at the
investment firm Duncan Williams, Inc. Be
sure to look for him and his wife, Christen,
around town. They have three kids:
Lindsay (11), Ben (3) and Grace (1).

’92

Patrick Burnett was named a partner of
the law firm Glankler Brown, PLLC.
Darrin Gulla moved to Lexington,
Kentucky, where he is an economics lecturer
at the University of Kentucky Gatton
College of Business and Economics.

’91
Darrell Cobbins was elected to fill a
vacancy on the board of commissioners of
Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division.
Ellis Haddad was elected vice chairman
of the board of Porter-Leath.
Tom Hutton was promoted to assistant
vice president at Boyle Investment Co.
Chris Lamberson was named a partner
of the law firm Glankler Brown, PLLC.
Josh Poag serves on the board of the
Leadership Academy.
David Waddell was elected chairman of
the board of the Leadership Academy.

Since Spencer Clift must not be
wanted at home and must have tons
of time to work, he has been named a
shareholder of Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC. On a lighter
note, he still dreams of carrying Peyton
Manning’s undergarments and kissing up
to Coach Fulmer.
Chuck Hamlett was accepted into the
Leadership Academy Fellows program of
Leadership Memphis.
John Laughlin has recently become a
partner at Summit Asset Management, a
regional investment advisory firm based in
Memphis. He also became a father for the
third time with the birth of William Miles
Laughlin in November 2007. Before taking
on his new responsibilities at home and
at work, John went on another successful
mountaineering expedition last year, this
time to Mount Rainier in Washington.

On April 21, Peter Knoop competed in the Boston
Marathon. He posted a finish time of 3:04:36, placing him
1684 (1598 for the men) in a field of 25,000 total entrants.

Running with Resolve
by Peter Knoop ’89

Running has been a nice activity for me to do to keep
in shape after “retiring” from competitive cycling last year. A
friend talked me into doing the New York City Marathon last
November. It was my first marathon, and I wasn’t planning on
doing another. But people told me it was sacrilege to qualify for
the Boston Marathon (one has to qualify in order to participate,
and my time in New York did that) and then not do it.
I trained hard for four months and was on form to shoot
for a sub-2:50:00 time. I intentionally started out just shy of my
target pace (6:30 per mile) because I had been warned that the
beginning miles of that course are hard on the legs. At mile 10
I knew either it was a bad day or I was going through a rough
patch. I decided to push through it rather than slow down, but
by the halfway point in the marathon, I had cratered and knew
it would be a test just to finish – which it was, big time!
I have suffered through many intensely painful efforts,
some lasting several long miserable hours in bicycle racing, but

Peter Knoop (arms folded) with three of his running mates from
Memphis: Olaf Schulz, Marc Riseling, and Mason Bettenga

offhand I can think of nothing that required as much focus
as the Boston Marathon’s last 10 miles or so. My pace kept
slowing, and finally I was setting mental targets (for example,
rewarding myself at each mile marker to walk through the water
station for 10 seconds or so). Then at mile 20, I decided to
make myself run until mile 22 before resting; I did the same
until mile 24. Then the crowd was so loud and enthusiastic
that I didn’t have the heart to walk, so I caught a second wind
and ran all the way to the finish. I was so glad to be done!
Even though I was 15 minutes off my goal, the total
experience was fun. I would encourage anyone to participate
in a major marathon. The crowds are amazing, and the
logistical aspect to put on such an event is mind-boggling.
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’93
Willem Bermel is attending law school
at the University of Memphis. The plan is to
graduate in 2010.
After 11 years in Portland, Oregon, and
the past two doing green building consulting
nationwide, Jason Buch is taking a position
with the Green Building Council of South
Africa in Cape Town, managing the implementation of the green building rating system
there (similar to LEED in the United States, if
you’ve heard of it). Having been born in South
Africa, Jason spent a few months back there a
year and half ago and completely loved it. Still
no wife or kids for him, so when the opportunity came to go work there, he figured he’d
better take the chance now.
Jimmy Haygood is happy to announce
that Haygood Realty has launched a new Web
site, www.haygoodrealty.com. Just as exciting
is the fact that his photographs are now
represented by the Allen Gallery in New York,
(www.allengallerychelsea.com).
Jackson Moore followed the Memphis
Tigers basketball team from Houston to San
Antonio. He says, “I’m in a state of depression
over the Tigers’ collapse (or choke as I call it).”
Lots of Class of 1993 classmates were in attendance: John Palmer, Will Adams, Kenneth
Koleyni, Jimmy Haygood, Jack Irvine,
Matthew Rose, and Shiraz Moinuddin, as
well as many other MUS alumni. Jackson
moved to Nashville at the end of 2007 and is
enjoying life with Margie and their children,
Jake (2), and Evie (1). He was recruited by
Hart Weatherford to play on a basketball
team in Nashville over the winter and quickly
realized how old he was.
Casey Nolan is still living in the
Washington, D.C., area and working on real
estate projects for Clark Realty Capital. He
and Caroline are doing quite a lot of traveling
in their free time.
Thomas Quinlen accepted a position as
in-house litigation counsel for International
Paper. In addition, he was recently elected to
the board of a local charity, Shepherd’s Haven.
David Wall is living in the Washington,
D.C., area, where he is a project engineer for
Potomac Yard Development, LLC.
Hank Word has been selected to be a part
of the Federal Reserve’s panel to re-design the
$5 bill. Their mission will be similar to those
who worked on the recent $100, $50 and $20
re-design panels. The panel began meeting
three times a month in June and will have a
final draft in September. The design is to be
put into print in January 2009. Hank says, “I
don’t really get anything for it, but the process
should be pretty exciting.”
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I’ll Take MUS for $1,000
Ayyagari is Jeopardy! Champ

On Wednesday, February 6,
Srinivas Ayyagari ’98 appeared
on the game show Jeopardy!
Ayyagari had the correct
question (“Who is Emile Zola?”)
for the Final Jeopardy answer
(In 1898, he wrote, ‘As for the
persons I have accused…they
are…embodiments of social
malfeasance) and took home
$27,400 as that day’s winner.
His reign as Jeopardy! champ
unfortunately lasted only one
In addition to the money, Srinivas Ayyagari
day, as he did not win the next
shows off this really cool bag he received.
day’s televised competition.
Ayyagari, a Harvard University alumnus who is entering his
third year of law school at the University of Pennsylvania this fall,
auditioned in June 2007 for the show and got the call from the
producers in September. He taped the show in Los Angeles on
October 30. Ayyagari said, “I definitely owe the faculty at MUS
a lot of credit for getting me started on the path to get [on the
show]. Honestly, I think a great chunk of the stuff I recalled, I first
learned at MUS.”

’94
Paul Engelberg is the associate
director of domestic DVD and Blu-Ray at
20th Century Fox. He is responsible for
managing the post-production process of
these formats, working with vendors and
producers to ensure that the best possible
video and audio is presented on their discs
and those of MGM, that they distribute
for home entertainment. Recently, he
began coordinating titles for projects with
Apple and Windows encoding. On a more
personal note, Paul still keeps in touch
with fellow classmate Wayne Mink, and
he’s currently shopping for condos, thanks
to the downturn in the housing market.
Los Angeles is expensive!
This summer Pat Hickman will be
moving from New York City to Denver,
Colorado, to start a church. He and his
wife, Stephanie, have three daughters:
Hogan, Patton, and Libby.

Spencer Reese was recently a guest
of honor speaker at the Midsouthcon in
Memphis, where he presented a paper
entitled “Alchemical Remains: Tracing
Literary Elements from Chaucer to
Rowling.” He has signed the contract
and will be teaching English at MUS for
the 2008-09 school year. But perhaps
his greatest accomplishment to date is
the birth of his and Aly’s first baby in
February!

’95
Gus Mealor graduated from medical
school in May and is heading to a
residency at “some house of quackery” in
Charlottesville, Virginia. Actually, it was
the top choice for Gus and Kim. He will
be doing a residency in internal medicine.
Gideon Scoggin was promoted to
vice president of commercial lending at
BankTennessee.

’96
Joe Abrahams was promoted to
director of educational programs at
Fournier Learning Strategies.
Lord T & Eloise, the “aristocrunk”
group that includes Elliot Ives and
Cameron Mann, played at the annual
Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival in
Manchester, Tennessee, in June.
Tripp Shubert will enroll in the
Vanderbilt Owen Graduate School of
Management this fall for the full-time
M.B.A. program.
The Forrest Spence Fund honors the
memory of Forrest Spence (son of Brittany
and David Spence) by providing for the
physical and emotional needs of families
with children in the pediatric intensive
care unit at Le Bonheur. The Forrest
Spence 5K Race will be held at Overton
Park on September 6. For more information on the fundraiser, contact Halley
Williams at halleywilliams@hotmail.com
or (901) 461-8744.

’98
Brad Wiedman lives in Los Angeles,
where he works at Bain & Company, a
business consulting firm.

’99
As one of the highest-producing
commercial real estate brokers in the
Memphis area, Frazier Baker was named
one of the 2007 Pinnacle Award Winners.
Frazier works for In-Rel Management.
After leaving his position as a corporate
recruiter at a management consulting
firm in New York, Jim Johnson recently
attended a four-week Italian opera performance program in Chiari, Italy, at the
International Institute of Vocal Arts. He
is back in Manhattan pursuing a performance career in opera and musical theater.
Elliot Pope is working in finance at
Smith & Nephew. When not at work, he is
training vigorously for the Alumni Softball
League so he can lead the class of 1999 to a
championship this fall.
Barham Ray is in his second year of
graduate film school at the University of
Southern California.
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’01
Devin LaBarreare is in Memphis
working for Memphis MotorWerks.

’02
Tim Dean returned safely in April
from a seven-month tour in Iraq. Tim
will remain in the Marine Reserves and
enter law school at American University
in the fall.
In March, Scott Douglass got
promoted to legislative aid for Senator
Jon Kyle; in June, he took off to Egypt
to study Arabic.
Estes Folk is living in Memphis and
trading cotton at Dunavant Enterprises.

’03
Jamie Drinan will be attending
Virginia Commonwealth University to
pursue a master’s degree in health administration starting in August.
Trey Flowers is in school at Vanderbilt
pursuing master’s degrees in divinity and
public policy while working at Woodmont.
It’s quite a full plate, but he loves it.
Dustin Geer was named to the Dean’s
List, summa cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Alan Humphreys was recently accepted
into the College of Veterinary Medicine
at the University of Tennessee.
Lee McNabb moved to Washington, D.C.,
in July after graduating from Duke University.
He is working for the Navy as a civilian in
a three-year internship program – which is
actually a full-time job – that he is scheduled
to finish in 2010. Lee works in contracting
and charters commercial ships for the
Department of Defense. He hires contractors
and works in acquisition/procurement.

Alex Pao was named to the Dean’s
List, magna cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Stephen “You Probably Know Me
as Bunky” Parr graduated from the
University of Arkansas with a B.S.B.A.
in financial management/investment with
a minor in economics last May. He was
named to the Dean’s List and Chancellor’s
List. He has been living in London since
late September, attending the London
School of Economics seeking a master’s
degree, studying China in comparative
perspective. He has also joined the school’s
rugby club, playing against other universities in London and around southeastern
England. Beginning on the lowly developmental team, as he had never played the
game before, he quickly worked his way to
splitting time between the second and first
team and was given the Captain’s Player
Award (British interpretation of MVP) at
the end-of-the-season club dinner. He is
planning his dissertation and will complete
the degree in October.
Collins Roll was named to the Dean’s
List, summa cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.

Vineyard Vines now
Will Vestal ’01 creates
has MUS roots in Memphis.
and develops new
The retail company’s 6,000client relationships
square-foot store had its
and is a sales associate
Will Vestal, Will Levy, and Trevor Weichmann
grand opening in March
specializing in the
in the Regalia Shopping
men’s department. MUS
Center. The shop sells
student Aaron Wolf ’11
men’s, women’s, and
helps restock inventory,
in Popularity in Memphis
children’s apparel, including
receives packages, and
ties, sweaters, and shirts
maintains an orderly
in bright patterns and colors. The store is a
sales floor. Levy said, “We are thrilled to partner
partnership between the Stamford, Connecticutwith our friends at Vineyard Vines not only to
based Vineyard Vines and Memphis’ Oak Hall,
offer a truly unique shopping experience for MUS
whose vice president is Will Levy ’99.
students and graduates, but also to provide a
Trevor Weichmann ’02 is a sales associate on
place to start a career.”
the floor and handles all the store’s inventory,
Prior to the store’s opening, MUS already
receiving, and systems. He is also the liaison
had a “tie” to the company – custom Vineyard
to colleges, independent schools, and nonprofit
Vines neckties with the school’s buzzard logo are
organizations for custom products and events.
available for sale in the Schaeffer Bookstore.

Vineyard Vines Climbing
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’04
Tom Billings was named to the Dean’s
List at Vanderbilt University for the fall
2007 semester.
Harris Jordan was named to the
Dean’s List, cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
In February, Scott Tashie shot a
final round 4-under-par to finish tied
for the lead, then won his first career
tournament with a par on the first hole
of a sudden death playoff, helping the
University of Denver men’s golf team to
a third-place finish at the Southern Utah
Pat Hicks Invitational.
Scott Warren was named to the
Dean’s Honor Roll at the University
of Mississippi.

’05
Warren Grimm was named to the
Dean’s List, cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Russ Hinson was named to the Dean’s
List, summa cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Ethan Knight has been collaborating
with Blake Karban ’06 on several sports
articles for the Opelika-Auburn News.
Furman University tennis player
Bo Ladyman won the Southern
Conference’s Don Bunch/Buddy Hartsell
Sportsmanship Award. Bo was also the
April 8 SoCon Player of the Week, and
he earned first team all-conference honors
for doubles. The Furman team won
the Southern Conference Tournament
Championship and earned a bid to the
NCAA men’s tennis tournament.
Andrew Manugian is double majoring
in psychology and film, is on the Dean’s
List, and is thriving in the Middlebury
College environment.
Cody Mayer was named to the Dean’s
List at Vanderbilt University for the fall
2007 semester.
Warner Russell was named to the
Dean’s Honor Roll at the University
of Mississippi.
Sam Sawyer is still at SMU and is
selling real esate on the side. He even sold
a house!
Wes Spiro was named to the Dean’s
List, summa cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.

Kastan Honored as Humanitarian
Ben Kastan ’04, who graduated from Washington University in
May, was awarded the university’s Helen Davis Humanitarian Award,
which recognizes an individual who
promotes social justice and human
rights in the greater St. Louis
community through education and
service. The award, established in
1995, is named for Helen Davis,
longtime director of the campus
YMCA and a health educator who
was involved in a variety of local
social justice initiatives.
Among the community service
and social justice initiatives for
which Kastan was recognized were
tutoring high school-age African refugees and students in East St.
Louis, working at the city Public Defender’s Office, collaborating with
the American Red Cross on international humanitarian law education,
and studying international justice and diplomacy in Geneva.
Kastan majored in international and area studies and minored
in French and Arabic. He is working for six months at Project Vote
Smart in Phillipsburg, Montana, participating in voter education and
media relations work. After that, he plans to go to Rwanda to work
on a youth and media development project for six to eight months.
His long-term goal is to earn a law degree and work in international
humanitarian or human rights law.

’06
Duncan Adrian was named to the
Dean’s List, cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Russell Nenon was named to the Wake
Forest University Dean’s List for the fall
2007 semester.
At Southern Methodist University’s
Honors Day Convocation, Nick Skefos
was inducted into the Robert Stewart Hyer
Society and won the Criteria Award for
Distinction in Rhetoric. The Hyer Society
is the most prestigious academic society at
SMU. A student selected for membership
must have a cumulative grade point
average of 3.85 or higher, must be recommended by faculty members, and must
write an essay on an assigned topic.

’07
Louis Amagliani was named to the
Dean’s List, summa cum laude, at the
University of Tennessee.
William Harris was named to the
Dean’s List, summa cum laude, at the
University of Tennessee.
Philip Heppel was named to the
Dean’s List at Vanderbilt University for
the fall 2007 semester.
William Lang was named to the
Dean’s List, magna cum laude, at the
University of Tennessee.
Julian Prewitt was named to the
Dean’s List, cum laude, at the University
of Tennessee.
Steven Thompson was named to the
Dean’s List, magna cum laude, at the
University of Tennessee.
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Swanky Event

On February 28, about 40 young alumni from the classes of
1994-2004 joined St. Mary’s alumnae at Swanky’s Taco Shop for
food and fun. Classmates caught up with each other, and a few
members of the MUS faculty were spotted chatting with their
former students. Andrew Hartsfield ’97 won a Swanky’s gift
certificate when his business card was drawn at the end of the
evening. He said the timing couldn’t have been better since he
had company coming to town that weekend. The moral of that
story: always have plenty of your business cards on hand when
you attend any MUS alumni event. You never know when there
will be a drawing for a door prize or when a once-in-a-lifetime
business opportunity might present itself.

Nick Chimenti ’99, Reid Hettinger ’01, Sanjeev Memula ’92,
Tyler Cannon ’99, and faculty member Jim Russell

Oscar Carr ’00 and Nelson Adrian ’00; Nelson Cannon ’96, Tom Burnett ’96, and Clay Lafferty ’96; John Winford ’00 and Ryan Miller ’00

Mark Your Calendar!
Live at the Garden

Join MUS Alumni for Earth, Wind & Fire
Memphis Botanic Garden
Saturday, July 19
Gates open at 7:00 p.m. Show starts at 8:30 p.m.
$57 per person includes dinner, drinks, and the
concert. Contact Claire Farmer at 901-260-1356
or claire.farmer@musowls.org for tickets or
more information.

Alumni Sports
The Alumni Basketball League is in full swing,
but don’t forget about the Alumni Softball
League. Softball teams play on Thorn Field in the
fall. Contact Owen Tabor ’85 at otabor@aol.com
for information.

Homecoming/Reunion Weekend
September 26-27, 2008
Alumni classes of 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978,
1983, 1988, 1993, 1998, and 2003, contact your
class representatives if you would like to be
involved in reunion planning (see page 35
for class rep e-mails).

Experience the Emerald Isle
Join Us in Ireland in July 2009

Welcome to an exciting new program
at MUS, an opportunity to travel with old
friends or new friends and maybe learn a bit
as well. Alumni, parents, or parents of alumni
(and even faculty) are encouraged to journey
to the Emerald Isle with Lin Askew and
Bill Taylor in July 2009.
The trip will resemble a book club on the run.
Before traveling, participants will receive a list
of books and films to consider. Once the trip
begins, visiting sites will inspire reading
and discussion of the appropriate work.
The green hills of Sligo, the rugged
mountains of Connemara, and the busy
streets of Dublin will be our classroom.
Explore the rich history and literature
of Ireland the best way – following in the
footsteps of the writers themselves.
To find out more about the trip and to get
an idea of the itinerary go to Askew’s blog at
http://musineuro.wordpress.com/ or contact
him at lin.askew@musowls.org.
Éirinn go Brách!

Viewpoint
by Chuck Smith ’66

From Boys to Men
Chuck Smith joined
the Board of Trustees in 1994.
He is a founding member
of the Ross M. Lynn Society
and currently serves as its
president. Smith is also a
class representative and a
Phonathon volunteer. He
previously served on the
Doors to New Opportunities
Capital Campaign Steering
Committee and the Strategic
Plan 2004-05 Development/
Advancement Sub-Committee.
Smith joined his family’s
manufacturing business,
National Guard Products,
in 1972 after graduating from
Vanderbilt University. His
father started the company
in 1935, and Chuck Smith
became president in 1983.
His son Foster ’98 joined
the company last summer.
Both Foster and second son,
Lewis ’00, also graduated
from Vanderbilt. His son
Austin ’09 is a rising senior
at MUS. Smith’s daughter
Katie and stepdaughter,
Anna Lane, are rising
sophomores at Hutchison.
His daughter Rhett graduated
from Hutchison in 2002
and from Sewanee in 2006.
He is married to Susan
Stevens Smith and is an
avid duck hunter.

Super Bowl Coach Tony Dungy, speaking in Memphis
recently, said that leaders face two questions today: Where are
you going, and why should I follow you? These are issues our
boys face each day and questions they will continue to face
after leaving MUS. I believe the best lesson our boys take with
them is how to become men.
We all recognize the passion and enthusiasm of our faculty
and staff in promoting academic success, extracurricular
activities, and, of course, athletics in our students every day.
And one of their fundamental lessons is the importance of the
boys’ accepting accountability for their actions.
I spoke with a parent of an eighth grader recently who said
the biggest adjustment for her son at MUS was this concept
of accountability. There were rules everyone was made aware
of and expected to follow. And there was a price to pay should
one make a bad choice. She said there was also the academic
side where hard work and conscientious effort were rewarded
by success in the classroom. What a great foundation for our
boys to build a game plan for life. You understand the rules
and consequences on the front end, spend time and emotional
energy preparing yourself for success, and willingly accept
the outcome.
Today’s newspapers abound with stories about adults,
most of whom are well educated and in powerful positions,
but who made bad decisions, followed by intense denial and
cover-up. The consequences they face are usually severe. When
you hear of such events, you cannot help but wonder if there
was an honor code at their high school. Were there written
policies with penalties administered on an equal basis without
exceptions? Perhaps, just perhaps, these lessons learned early on
would have made a big difference later in their lives. The life
lessons our boys learn today at MUS involving accountability
and consequences may very well have a positive impact on the
headlines you read tomorrow.
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The Legacy Luncheon: A Tradition Continues
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Seniors and their alumni fathers gathered on May 1 for the second annual Legacy Luncheon at the
Racquet Club of Memphis. The Class of 2008 boasts 17 members who share the MUS experience with their fathers or stepfathers:
(1) Watson George, (2) David George ’75, (3) Hugh Francis ’76, (4) Kent Francis, (5) Bob Hoehn ’76, (6) Robert Hoehn,
(7) Sam Graham ’80, (8) Nelson Graham, (9) Mark Wiygul ’75, (10) Drew Wiygul, (11) Rusty Bloodworth ’63, (12) Christopher Bloodworth,
(13) Stuart McClure, (14) Don McClure ’65, (15) Stephen Maroda, (16) Steve Maroda ’75, (17) Paul Edwards ’79, (18) Scott Edwards,
(19) George Sousoulas ’78, (20) Michael Sousoulas, (21) Alexander Fones, (22) William Fones ’69, (23) Matthew Edwards, (24) John Edwards ’75,
(25) Marty Pryor ’79, (26) Will Pryor, (27) Malcolm Wood ’71, (28) Malcolm Wood, (29) Sayle Atkinson, (30) Edward Atkinson ’73,
(31) Jack Heflin, (32) John Heflin ’72, (not pictured) Jack Montgomery and Jamie McGehee ’77.
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